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PADUCAH DAny REGIS[
PADUCAH, 'KY., WEDNESDAY MORNING, MAY 9, 1906,
muRpHy juDgmENTIhaderieY
IS MO
HT..." WAS INJURED BY
ING FROM HANDCAR ON
TRESTLE.
STREIT'S SUIT NOW ON TRIAL
Washburn Got $too Damages Be-
cause Street Car Ruined His
Stock at Eggs.
411 f.'
Carl Murphy got judgment againat
the Illinois Cenral railroad yesterday
in the circuit court for, hoo damages,
Isecainie or infuridVe"sustalned by
leaping from a handcar an a trestle
ti the Cairo division of the road.
He sued for $2,000. .
Murphy was employed as a section
hand upon that division and one day
dole flying down .the track on a
handcar, he noticed a fast moving
engine approaching. The engineer
could not stop in time to prevent an
Lecident. so Murphy leaped from 'ffie
car while out on the trestle, atid
landed in the top of a tree in the
galley spanned t( tresSie. He
was painfully - lAjered. Chute y
Wheeler represented the railroad
which lost.
There is now a trial the suit of
Rudolph Streit insti the, city of
Paducah, wherei plaintiR sues foe
several hundred dollars damage, on
the ground that the city has such
small piping underneath the publit
street in the South end of Nlechato
ksburg, that they will not carry
away the surface water accummulat-
ing after a hard rainfall. The water
backing over Streit's property and
be contends is damaked thereby.
Then evidence is now being taken in
the litigation, and the caw will be
given the jury this mornMg.
b. Washburn was giVen $too
judgment against the Paducah Trac•
tion company, on account of .one of
the street cars hitting plaintiff's
wagon .on South Third street, damag-
ing the vehicle, and demolishing
most of the soo dozen eggs Wash-
burn had in the wagon at the time.
Lawyers Oliver & Oliver represent-
ed Washburn and wone, while
• 
Wheeler was on the losing
The suit of Charles Weille against
[the' Pullman Palace Car company
was dismissed as settled. Weille
was riding in one of the company's
slcepers down South last summer.
when a wreck occurred and the train
stopped. It was a warm day and
hanging_io._tbe_car,
he went outside to see what was the
LEAP. mater. Returning he found someone
i.asi I.U:..;•1 u.S att.: VI 444 al 4i4.(..
He sued the Pullman people who
now settle the claim.
Petit Juror Georg Borwnell was
excused from further service while
T. J. Dossett was cubstituted for
him.
The jury brought in a verdict in
favor of the defendant in the suit
of William McCormich against the
Paducah Dry Docks company. Mc'
Cormic4 was working for the dry
docks people at foot of Jefferson
(Continued on Page Four.)
SUE SAFOOMEMPER
FOR SELLING TO SON
Mrs. W.,,I,__Poteet Asks $20,000 In
Two Petitions Filed At
Harrodsburg.
•••=11MNI,
Harrodsburg. Ky., May 8.—Two
suits have been filed here by Mrs.
William J. Poteet, who belongs to a
prominent family, against W. A. Bot-
tom, of Lawrenceburg, a wealthy
man whho owns a circuit of saloons
in this section.
Don .Carlos Moberly, aged nine-
teet years, a , son of Mrs. Poteet,
became intoxicated, and, entering a
store, created such a disturbance as
to necessitate his, being arrested.
Mrs. Poteet immediately filed suit
against Bottom, who has a saloon
here, for Sto,000 for selling liquor to
her son after being notified not to
do so, and $to,coo for selilng to a
rrinor and making an inebriate of
him.
MARK TWAIN SERIOUSLY ILL
Bronchitis Develops From Slight
Cold and Prevents Trip to
Dublin.
New York. !Any 8.—Mark Twain,
had planned to leave this city on
Saturday for Dublin. N. H.. where he
was to spend the summer, has been
compelled to postpone his departure
indefinitely, owing to an atack of
bronchitis. He took to his bed on
Tuesday last with a slight cold and
bronchitis developed on Thursday.
SOUTHWESTERN MEDICAL
ASSOCIATION CLOSES
THIRTY-FIFTH SESSION
As a closing feature of the first
day of their annual convention, the
doctors of the Southewstern Medical
association, last -evening enjoyed a
several hours ride on the Ohio river
aboard the handsome steamer Dick
Fowler and it was a most delightful
outing for the many physicians par-
ticipating in the gathering. The boat
left here shortly before ten o'clock
and did not return until early this
riorning. While out on their jaunt
theh doctors and their friends in-
dalged in dancing, had refreshments
served them,nd were_entertained
with many other amusements of
delightful nature.' -
Last night the float busiaosa ques-
tion before the organization, was the ,
election of officers to serve for the I
ensuing year..I.The,,Oillowing Were
L.
elitaftn, tdward' Sliefton of Bland• I
ville, president; Edward Kilsolving.,
of Dulaney ,first vice president; Dr.
B. P. Earle of St. Charles, second
vice president; Dr. Van &ditty of
Benton. secretary and Dr. C. H.
efbthers of this city, tteaguret.
Yesterday morning the session
opened "at the Knights of Pythias
hall on Broadway near Fifth street.
viith there in attendance about sev-
enty-five physicians in . aildition to
the lital members of the Pitifei-
linnet. Tills is an unusual attend-
ance and shows the great interest
taken in the convention ..ohtthet
 
as.
tociation that comprises aft the 'pro-
fessional mei of that portion of
'Kentucky indicated by the name.
President S. Z. Holland of
Crahamville is presidirfg over the
gathering, and after opening yester-
eay, the usual order of bushiess was
transacted, while there was heard
the papers of Dr. B. B. Grth as
"The Care of TheNew Baby" and
Dr. H. T. Carter upon "Typho Mala-
rial 'ever." These were all the
pr,pers beard in the morning, while
when the afternoon session convened
the programme for that part of the
day was carried out with exceptioet
of the paper by Dr. Curran Pope
f Louisville on "An Unusual Case
of Dementia Praecox Associated
With Epilepsy," and also with ex-
ception of the paper on "Oration In
Surgey" by De W J
MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP OF
LIGHT PLANT WILL SAVE
$22 ON EACH ARC LIGHT
Milwaukee, May &—Mayor Recker
says that in another year the Cream
in ()iteration a muni-
cipal lighting plant that will furnish
arc globes for $43 a year. The cty
now pays $65. A few weeks ago the
rate was $A.
"The system of water works
owned by the city," Nlr. Becker de-
clares, -is one of the best in the
world. Small families pay some•
thing like $1.50 a year for good, pure
water. I see no way of 'improving
the service. It proves that' muni-
cipal ownership is a success. True
enough my predecessor (David S.
Rose), 'diverted the use of the
the moneys the water power
gave to the city, but at that he could
not prevent the plant from being a
profitable investment.
"One of the problems is to make
the garbage contract less expentivc.
In this department there has been
the most shameless extravagance. It
seems that Rose ti-ed the depart
the afternoon programme was corn-
is:iteei the doctors then jumped back
to the papers passed over in the
morning, and took them up. .The
cnly morning paper dispensed with
was that on "Prostatic Hypertrophy'
by Dr. E. B. McMorris. All the
e!ocuments presented were of ao
unusual interesting nature to the
members of the profession, and
brought forth animated and instruc-
tive discussions from all sides.
Last evening -after the election of
officers and transaction of other
business at the Pythian hall the
members of the profession and sev-
eral hundred outside friends repaired
to the Cumberland Presbyterian
church at Sixth and Kentucky aye-
tine and heard the talk of Dr. Mr-
tCormick of Bowling Green upon
f'Tlie Relation of,-The Doctor To the
Public" and it was a most excellent
and entertaining talk which lasted
lentil nearly to o'clock. The min-
nt speaker has delivered this speech
is nearly every state of the union and
(Continued on Pipe 4)
Kentucky and Tennessee indicate
that but little damage was ,done by
the frost of Sunday night..
In the Nortwest there was a kill--
that any large amount of vegetation
Mg frost, but it is hardly probable
here was ruined. Vegetables and
berries may possibly be damaged,
g rci test 
frost which fell last night. Condi-
tions were ideal for a heavy fall, and
ac the day was clear, radiation of
heat proceeded rapidly, and the
temperature fell to 40 degrees.
In Tennessee.
Union City, Tenn., May 8.—A
heavy frost was seen here yesterday
morning, and it was feared at first
that the fruit had been killed, but
since the surf has come out it Is
thought that no damage was done.
It has rained every day the past six
days, and the farmers are beginning
to feel a little blue, owing to the
fact that many of them have not
finished planting and some of them
have not even broke their ground.
Sharon, Tenn., May 8.—Consider-
able frost appeared here Sunday
night, but owing to the damp weath-
er little damage was done t6 vege-
tition.
Decatur, Ala., May 8.—There was
a light frost here this snorning.
Slight damage resutled to ciVott.
. The Wheat Crop-
Tttesday's Hopkinpille Kentuckial
2211,1.--
\.
•
mint of health as a dumping ground
flr all his political derelicts. He
;lcd t!:eni here and there; rolled
them by the dozen in the work of
removing garbage, which work con -
fisted of loafing around in back
looms of saloons and talking big
about Rose and his democracy. But
4 am cleaning them out. More are
going. Already I have saved the
toy $35,000, a year by lopping off
incompetents in the garbage plant.
How much more I will save I can't
tell. I am new here, you know."
"I shall stand at all times for
municipal ownership if it promises
as it does promise, the elimination
tif corruption by corporations. I
eant and demand a clean, honest and
efficient administration of the city's
affairs. The taxpayers' money must
.be spent honestly. I shall insist
IS.on a local government that will
areord tinder the law, to every citi-
ren. the largest measure of in-
dividual liberty.'
RACE QUESTION BOBS UP
IN THE RATE BILL DISCUSSION
Washington, May 8.—The senate
spent the major portion .of its time
on one amendment to the railroad
rate bill, but instead of accepting it,
adopted a substitute. The provision
which was made the basis of the dis-
cussion was that suggested by Mr.
Foraker prohibiting the granting of
rebates, passes, drawbacks or special
rates to passengers on railways, and
also prohibiting discriminations in the
way of accommodations where equal
rates are paid. The discussion took
a broad range, covering the pass ques-
tion and then the race question in
the southern states.
The race issue was raised in con-
nection with the clause relative to
discriminations, which was interpret-
ed as referring to separate cars for
the races, and it called out very warm
protests from Mr. Bacon. Mr. Money,
Mr. Culberson and other southern
senators.
Mr. Money declared he would not
soport the rate bill with a provision
which raised the race issue. Mr.
Culberson also contended for the
elimination of that question, and of
a substitute accomplishing that
result. His substitute was adopted,
and was as follows:
His Amendment.
"That no carrier engaged in inter-
state commerce shall directly or in-
directly issue or give any free ticket
free pass or free transportation to
any persons except to the officers,
Damage By Frost in
and Tennessee Not Heavy
wins, employes. and attorneys ex-
clusively ia. the service of the carrier
issuing the same, or to ministers of
religion, inmates of hospitals, elee-
mosynary or charitable institutions.
Any carrier violating this provision
shall be deemed guiky of a misde-
meanor and shall for each offense pay
to the United Stato a penalty of not
less than $roo nor more than ta,000.
The Elkins amendment to prohibit
interstate railroads from engaging in
the mining of coal or in business
otter than interstate commerce was
debated for some time. So many
were offered that finally
all:0111tiltiered printed for the con-
_
sidiration of the senate today.
httr. Foraker said that he had heard
much complaint from the south that
the llegroes do not have transporta-
tion equal to that given whites. He
did not, he said, want to compel the
carryiog of negroes in the same cars
with whites, but would have them
given the same accommodations for
the same price.
"Can it possibly be the design of
the senator to inorpcorate this sub-
ject of discrimination with that of
free transportation in order to
strengthen it?" asked I'd'r. Bacon. re-
ferring to the separate car custom of
the south.
The provision. he said touched on
a matter of vital importance to the
south.
'There can be no question raised
t,
Kentucky
Reports from various points in 'says: Inquiry among farmers who
oere in the city yesterday developed
the fact that the frost of Sunday
night was general all over the coun-
ty. It was the opinion that if frost
should "fall" last night wheat would
be damaged. Some crops have al-
ready headed and if, after the sun-
shine of yesterday and the cold high
winds, :enorheir_feu
ground would have dried out suffic-
iently to enable the frost to do con-
siderable damage. The chief of the
weather bureau at Louisville issued
a note of warning that another frost
might be expected last night. In
some localtiies beans and other vege-
tables were slightly burned, but no
mater:al damage. was done Sunday
Light.
•
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of more vital importance to that sec-
tion," he said. He insisted that the
two matters should not be coupled to-
gether.
"Does the senator object to equal
accommodations for the same pay?:
Foraker asked.
His Objection.
"No," responded Mr. Bacon, "but I
obiset -to.-giving 
-the On 
Commerce Commission supervision
over the matter."
. Ur .
"In view of the fact that two-thirds
Iii the,
 senate is Republican, I pre-
;tunic that he can make good his
boast," said the Georgia senator, with
warmth.
Mr.Tillenan dprecated the intro-
6tretion of the race issue into the
this subj.ect. At the ,same time he
had no objection to the enforcement
of the law. He welcomed the
recognition of southern conditions by
a senator who had at one time been
given the sobriquet of "Fire Alarm"
FROST KILLS VEGETATION
(Continued on Page Five.)
GENERAL STRIKE
IS ANTICIPATED
LONG AND BITTER STRUGGLE
IN CHICAGO NOW SEEMS
INEVITABLE.
Much Damage May Have Been Done
in Nebtaska and Iowa.
Lincoln, Neb., May 8.—There was
a killing frost in parts of Nrbraski
hut the damage done cap not yet be
accurately measured. 'F'irost covered
the ground in this county and at
Proken Bow ice formed. Tempera-
ture tonight indicates a repetition of
the frost. The principal (damage
will be to fruit.
Chicago, May 8.—A long and bit-
ter strike, involving probably all of
the building trad unions, seems in-
evitable in the building industry as a
result of the attitude shown last night
by the structural iron workers at
their special meeting to consider the
arbitration proposal of the contrac-
tors. The men voted to stand firmly
for their full demands, and equal de-
termination was shown by the con-
tractors.
It developed that the American
Bridge company, backed by the
United States Steel corporation, has
entered the fight. Employers also
began active preparations to conduct
a fight against the Iron Molder's
union, which has decreed a strike
against the large foundries.
BEQUEST OF Saso,000 TO
SPIRITUALISM VOID.
Bloomington, Ill., May 8.—A jury
in the circuit court this afternoon de-
cided that the will of the late 3.
T. Crumbaugh, of Leroy, which left
$25o,000 to the cult of spiritualism,
was null and void, and that the con-
tention of the deceased was affeoted,
%as correct.
A new city ordinance in New Or-
leans provides for the erection of
additions to the famous old market
place.
• 
Frost May Hurt Fruit,
Burlington, Iowa, May 8,—A light
frost here created some apprehension.
for the safety of fruit bads.
HAS JUST CAUSE
TO FEEL
PROUD
.77.707:77-soR • FARROW SENT
As.4uitaitiNE GRADE WORK
IN SCHOOLS.
THE CITY HOLY COMPLIMENTED
Other Memphis Delegates Go to
Louisville and Batavia, New
York to Get Pointers.
The city at large has just cause to
feel very proud over the manner la
which the public schools of Paducah
are regarded by the leading educa-
tors of the country,' and especially
those of Memphis.. Tenn., as Prof. J.
N. Farrow of the Bluff City came to
inspect the grade work yesterday
accomplished by the local educational
institutions. He was selected by the
Mem2his school authorities to come
here for this especial object, and lie
complimented the Paducah system
highly, saying it was surely as close
to perfection as possffile for a city of
this size.
Prof. Farrow is tristructor in the
Memphis schools, and on arriving
here he informed Snpt. C. M. Lieb.
that the officials of his home city
had selected him to come and see
how the grade work was done by the
pupils, they having, bearil that the
Paducah educatiorral system was
close to perfection. While he is
viewing the work here and getting
pointers, another Memphis delegate
has been sent to Ltuisville to look
into the manual training department
of that city's schools, while a third
Memphis representative went to Ba-
tavia, New York to look into the
methods prevalent there, known 3
the "two teacher" principle. There
are two gradest in each room at Ba-
taxia, and while one teacher is hear-
ing the recitation of one etass, the
other is instructing and helping the
scholars of the other class to pre-
pare their lessons. When the first
teacher finishes hearing the recita-
tions she takes up the other class,
while the "instructing" teacher helps
(Continued on Page Eight.)
WHOLESALE ARRESTS OF
CARNIVAL PEOPLE FOR
FAILURE TO PAY LICENSE
The carnival people seem to be up court Rev W. H. Attruitrang of the
against it as result of the fight be-, Trimble street Methodist cbuten and
ing waged against them by the eon.; a few of the officials of his congre-
gregation of the Trimble stret Meth- I gation. After the documents were
odist church, and also as result oil sworn out the justice, accompanied
the municipal authorities not having! by Deputy Sheriffs Clark Fortson and
yet effectively granted them exemp-, Gus Rogers went out to the carnival
tion as regards the city license ex-I grounds where Manager Snyder wil-
acted from shows of the nature dis- lingly rendered service towards point-
playing upon the grounds. I ing out the managers of the different
Yesterday in the court of Justice i attractions. All those upon the
Charles Emery warrants were gotten grounds were arrested and gave bond.
for everything upon the grounds, while those not out last night, will
with Pxbihitol be -caught—eu4ay--asidi--iiinumeasert. to
ing without first procuring the neces-
sary county and state licnse from the'
county clerk. The warrants were for
George I-1. Proctor of the Old Plant-
ation show, John Miller of The Lon-
don Ghost Show and The Figrting
Flames exhibit, T. E. Sparks of the
largest horse in the world, T. K. Hunt
of the Igorrotes, D. V. Cantlinger
or the Wild West show, C. R. Meyers
of the Alps show, J. F. Hale of the
Crazy Muse attraction, Wes Flowers
of the German Village, and the other
displays upon the grounds. The
above mentioned parties were servA
with the documents and 'cummoned
to appear before the magistrate at
three o'clock next Fridiay afternoon.
The man running the snake show, an-
other running the picture outfit, one
running a cane rack and six alto-
gether, could not be found upon the
grounds. • ' 
The warrant yesterday afternooni4
were gotten 
ou$1 
before the justice by
County 
Attorn
y Alben Barkley who
charges the attractions with having
failed to procure the necessary state
and county license before exhibiting.
While the charges were being lodged
there was present at the magistrate's
appear before the justice at the prop-
er time. All the accused were re-
leased upon execaiting bond, with
Manager Snyder of The Cosmopoli-
tan company. and Mr. Dick Davis
as their sureties, to guarantee their
appearance at the date set, Friday
afternoon.
Yesterday Inspector George Lehn-
hard of the municipal government,
got out warrants against the carnival
people, charging them with running
withoot first paying the city license
exacted from attractions of this na-
ture. The inspector got one warrant
and included in it The Casmopolitan
company. Secretaary Rodney Davie
one of the local promoters, L.
Lagomarsino. Dick Davis, Jeff J.
Read, Charles Weille and the other
officials of the Paducah concern
which iti giving the spring affair. The
inspector served the papers upon all
of the accused, and Judge Sanders
set the matter for (trial niche, morn-
ing in the police court. This war-
rant is for yesterday only and will
be a test of the matter, 11-41 that if
It stands, warrants will be issued for
' 
(Continued nti Pt".)
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PAID FOR HIS FUN
HUGHES FINED FOR CARRY-
ING GUN AND LEECH FOR
BEING DRUNK.
The Warant Should Have Been for
Hawkins and Son Instead of
Hawkins Brothers.
In the police court yesterday morn-ing Rice Hughes, whitwas fined $25
and costs and sent to , jail for ten
days, on the charge of carrying con-
-estate+ weapons. paY4Iiler
Leech was fined la and costs for be-ing drunk. Both are from Marshall
county and were picked up out about
Ninth and Washington streets.
Joe Hester was fined $5 and costsfor engaging in a tight while the case
against Luby Washing/on was dis-
missed, and continuance granted
James Barker and Herbert Jackson.
For abusing a woman Charles Rog-
ers, colored, was fined $5 and costs.
He is accused of whipping the dusky
damsel out about Eleventh and
Broadway.
The warrant charging Peter Peter-
son with a breach of the peace was
left open.
Henry Schaaf was dismissed of th
breath of the peace warant.
The warrant against Hawkin
brothers was dismissed, as they were
warranted by mistake, the officers in-
tending to get H. P. Hawkins and
son of South Second street, for per-
nritting a pile of manure to accom-
mutate behind their place of business.
WILL RIVAL ROCKEFELLER
Man Believed Dead on Way to Tole-
do Home With Key to Un-
told Gold.
Marion, 0., May 8.—Like one risen
itom the tomb George L. Lewis.
'ho went. to Para. Brazil, from this
c;ty more than a year ago, is speed-
ing to his home in Toledo with the
knowledge of the exact location of
mountains filled with gold which
ivould put to shame the fortune of a
Rockefeller. The gold*Tilocated in
the Coraillera Grande mountains, far
back in the interior. Lewis dis-
covered it through the natives, with
whom he became friendly, who ap-
pear to care for little else than their
mere existence and the peculiar cus-
toms handed down through the ages.
Lewis was once wealthy, being an
inventor and manufacturer of steam
dredges, but reverse came to him and
he lost all. As an expert in the
dredge line he was sent to Para la)
a local steam shovel and dredge
company to erect and place in opera-
tion a dredge for that municipality.
Tara, being on an estuary of the
Amazon. is extensively engaged in
dredging.
While there Lewis was stricken
by fever and reported dead. After
his recovery he determined to re-
main in South America for a time
and made an exhaustive study of the
.mount50s, with the result that lie
now expects to interest. American
capital and wrest millions from
them
NEW REGULATIONS .
Hitchcock's Programme Will Pre-
vent Lessees From Making Ope-
Rating Contracts.
Washinkiton, May 8—Another howl
of protest is expected to come from
the Indian - Territory when a new set
tit regulations applying to WI Indian
Territory oil lands is made public to'y
Secretary Hitchcock. The new rcgu
lations are now being prepared, and,
it is expected, will be issued in a
short time.
The principal point of the new
regulations is that they would pre-
vent lessees from making what are
termed "operating contracts." Many
a  the lessees,  not desiring to operate
the whole or a part o t e an s coy
creel by their leases, sublet under
these contracts. The sublessees then
no the drilling, bring up an operate
the wells.
While Secretary Hitchcock has not
iiisciissed his plans publicly, it is un-
derstood that, by the change in the
regulations, every lessee is required
to take his land with the brmafide
intention of developing it. The Ter-
ritory citizens here are doing every-
thing in their power to inrince Mr.
Hitchcock to forego his deternsina
tion to knock oat operating con-
tracts. They say it would he but
another of the many restriction,
that the government already has im-
posed upon he business of the Ter-
ritory. They claim thaf it would go
far toward tying up the oil lands of
the Cherokee Nation as completely
AS the coal lands of the Choctaw and
Chickasaw nations are tied up.
IA China volunteer militia are be-
ing formed. Thousands of young
men are enlisting and meet twice a
week for drill.
The drink b 1 of the 1,2f6 mem-
bers of the Manchester Jewish
Workingmen's bib worked out at
cents a head week last year.
was designed by us
special reference to
earthquakes.
"Particular attention was paid to
the foundations; to rigid connection
between all beams, girders and col-
urns; to the thorough tying together
of all inerior and exterior columns
and to careful fastening of masonry
to the steel frames. All granite col-
umns had steel cores thoroughly
fastened to steel frames. , All shoes
under columns were of steel rigidly
connected to columns. Heavy steel
struts and diagonal bracing were
placed between all shoes.
"We believe buildings can be suc-
cessfully designed to resist any
vibratory movement caused by earth-
quake."
Mikado Sets Example.
William J. Teect.ten, manager of the
Carnegie Steel Company, St. Louis,
says: "It is only a question of time
in earthquake localities until steel
residences will be erected. These
will be for the rich at first, but fin-
ally. I believe, all homes will be
censtructed of this material. An il-
lustration of this tendency and of the
possibilities along this line is shown
by the fact that the mikado of Japan
has what is termed an 'earthquake
proof residence, his palace in Tokio
It was designed in this country es-
peeally to protest against earh-
quiakes and we furnished the steel
for its construction."
D. H. 'Burnham, whose plans for
the new San Francisco have been
ninch exploited, says; "In many in-
.
stances wire glass has given suffic-
ient evidence of , being a fireproof
material and where it is properly set
in a riveted copper frame and sash
it affords the best—possible -protec-
tion that can be placed in an open-
ing.
New Kind of Windows.
"1 is to be recommended for '..19C
in skylights and windows 'for wale-
house and factory buildings and in
the latter case a great deal of initialexpense and labor is saved winn
arspsred Au _the toat.....o/._ lutniShil!g
iron shutters and the deity expen,e
incurred in opening and closing
these shutters besides the cost it:
keeping the iron painted.
"In case of fire inside of a build-
ing at night or Sundays, the firemen
can see where it is located from the
outside, which they could not do if
the building had iron shutters, as
these would be closed. When 'li -e
attacks this glass it will crack, but
no portion of it will fall out, as
that the fire will not be fed with
fresh air coming in through the
openings. If necessary the firetwn
can readily cut out as much of ties
glass as they see fit."
Thanks to Women Nurses.
(Buffalo News.)
Altnost the last of those who :re
accorded honor for their heroism at
San Fran cico
 are the women, and "s-
pecially the trained nurses. It is
agreed that no others showed stch
coolness, such unflinching courige
as they. No call was awaited, hit
they sought for the wounded and
walked without faltering amid scenes
that even strong men could not ea-
dure the sight of and from which
they ran away. The good done by
that band of devoted women is not
to be estimated and it is only just
beginning to he appreciated and put
on record. Due praise has been
given Funston and his aids for their
work. The police and firemen have
figured largely in the dispatches.
The doctors have not been overlook-
ed, but the nurses are still awaiting
their share of the common glory of
fearless skillful service.
Big Docket at Hickman.
Hickman, Ky., May 8—The Fulton
circuit court convened here yesterday
with an unusually large docket for
this term of court, with Judge J. R.
Bugg( of Bardwell, presiding. There
are sixty-seven commonwealth cages.
thirty-two equity, and forty-nine or-
dinary eases on the docket, whit*. es411
probably extend over a two ;weeks'
term.
Col. Baldwin Laid to Rest.
Mlaysville, Ky., May 8.—The fun-
era) of the, late "Tunpike King."
Col. W. W. Baldwin, today was the
largest ever held in this city, and was
attended by many prominent persons
throughout the state and from other
states. His remain, werel aid to rest
in the Nfayville cemetery.
Court Begins at Henderson.
Henderson, Ky.. May a—Circuit
court convened here yesterday for the
five weeks' May term, with Judge
J. W. Henson presiding. There are
116 cases on the criminal docket, five
of which are for homicidie, and the
vivil dockets are quite full.
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REBUILDING THE CITY
OF SAN FRANCISCO
San Francisco, May 8—That every
facility will be afforded the builders
of new San Francisco by the great
manufacturing interests of the cast
is appearent by the promise of rep-
resentatives of all the allied cornpas-
ies of the American Steel Makers, six
of whom are now on the giteitodheie.
These men for some days past have
been in conference with MY. Harri-
officials of the Santa Fe,
Pacific Ma a and American- awatian
steareship companies hay, stated
that no scarcity of structural steel
will delay the rebuilding of the city.
Structural meet is to be furnished
San Francisco for the next three
years as fast as it is needed, faster
than it can be riveted together in the
frames of the buildings that are al-
ready being planned. More, than
that, the promise is given that crod-
its on, past business will be extended
and payments on new orders may be
deferred to the longest limit to
which individnal builders can legiti-
mately be 'entitled.
Insurance lioney.
Money will not be wanting to
back up the building operations now
about to be energetically taken tip
and the insurance money, exceeding
$1500 00,000 soon to be relepSed in
the community will go a long way in
helping the good work along. A
large amount of money is already
being forwarded here by the insur-
ance companies of the United States
and
they
SKYSCRAPERS ARE PROOF
AGAINST EARTHQUAKES
St. Louis, Mo., May 8.—"The steel
skyscraper, the most extraordinary
and revolutionary invention in build-
Mg, has now passed through the
double ordeal of fire and earthquake
;Tid emerged triumphant," say T. C.
and R. M. Shaukland, the noted civil
engineers of Chicago, in a statement
"After the Baltimore fire we knew
that skyscrapers had wonderful pow-
er in resisting heat. 'But,' said their
critics, 'the first earthquake will
tumble them down like a house of
cards.'
'Arany people, pelt/raise -a -majority;
believed this. Now, however, we
know from reliable reports from San
Francisco that the steel skyscrapers
were the safest buildings in the city
t:uring the earthquake, that they are
standing today, when many of the
most substantial structures of stone.
brick and wood collapsed previous
to the fire, and that they show an
amount of damage so small] as to
excite general wonder.
New Type of Building.
"The lessons of the San Francisco
earthquake and fire will, it is believ-
ed, result in the perfection of a new
type of office building that will be
both earthquake proof and fireproof.
The greatest authorities on the sub
ject today assert that what they
have now learned will enable them
to build cities of steel and glass that
will be safer front fire and earth-
quake than anything hitherto known.
"In fact the plans are now being
finished for a new ,San Francisco
which will rise triumphant in steel
and glass upon the ruins of the old.
"The structural work for the pal-
ace for the crown prince of Tokio
in rflgo with
resistance' to
In every section of the city the
relief work is going on without a
hitch, and nowhere, as far as could
be learned, was there .any seal dis-
ttess. Another hippy feature of the
situation is the prospect for a resto-
ration of a free and; full supply of
home lighting and cookink facilities
Water Supply.
is felt over the pur-
ity of the water supply. City hem-
ist Gibbs said yesterday that samples
ot water taken from the taps about
the city were found to be so full of
bacteria that sewer pollution was in-
dicated. Ile still urges citizens to
boil all water used for drinking pur-
poses under any circumstances, and
a laboratory has been established at
the state university for the analysis-
of the supply from different points
It is now admitted that the sewer
have broken over the mains and it
is also feared that the reservoir,
have been polluted owing to the
number of people in camps on the
water shewds.
In connection with the recent boy-
cott movement in China, it is inter-
esting to note that the steamer
China, sailing for the Orient today.
ia taking a. shipment of t,000 tons of
flour to China, where for the past
fcw months no flour has been sent
from this coast. Steamship .officials
say the recent boycott in China has
been broken and that thie is the first
Europe to meet the big losses flour shipment of any note to be
will have to pay. Many of the sent to the Orient for many months,
companies have, it is said, decided A large proportion ,of the liner's
to reimburse their clients with spot cargo consists of raw material from
cash. •I'.121111111the east consigned to Japan.
'RIMINI) SPRING SHOPPINO
INBCCEMENTS
WHITE PONGEE
SILK
32 inces wide will ,wear well
and wash well. Price
$1.00 per yard.
Gent's Shirts Pongee col-
ored with blue and black
dots 50ceach . . . . .k
'Ladies Ribbed Cotton Vests,
and no sleeves, 10c each o
RAJAH SILK
The genuine kind, in many
spring shades, 30 inches wide,
value $1.25, for
95c per yard.
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Gent's Socks. Gent's fast
black Socks with white
feet at 10c
and 15c pre
r
.
 •Low neck • 3 for 25c
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Reliable Floor Coverings
We have been selling the best
carpets at the lowest prices for the
last ao years. Our assortments this
year are bigger, better and more
copious than ever before.
Heavy China Mattings, the kind
that wears well, per yard 25c
J..panese Mattings in well Woven
patterns, per yard 20'
Sultana Carpets, yard wide and
reversible, per yard 25c
Tapestry Brussels Rugs, 9x1: feet,
our specially low price _415 oo
• • • •
Ginghams
A lot of Ginghams, all new spring patterns
neat and good fast
colors, at 
 8'C yard3 
Lawns
A lot of Lawns, white grpunds with
5cblack and colored figures per yd.. n;
110611000000•••••1040.••••110118MSSIMseitil••••••••••••11110/11
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BROADWAY AND FOURTH.
A LITTLE MOTHER
Mrs. Boykin, Aged Thirty-Five
Weighs! Only as Many Pounds.
St. Louis, Mo., May S.—Mrs. Dol-
Beta Boykin. aged thirty-five years.
weight, thirty-five pounds, height 22
inches, and her four-months-old child
laicela. were at the union station to-
day en route to Paris, Ky., where
they will join the woman's husband,
Thos. Boykin, also a dwarf.
Mrs. Boykin, the smallest traveler
ever seen at the station, remained in
Matron Hienter's room while await-
ing her train, and a curious throng
gathered to •ee her. The baby is of
natural size weighing nearly seven
pounds; and apparently healthy.
Mrs. Boykin was lifted fr •-i the
platform to the car by the c .nduc-
tor.
LOW BID FOR FRANCHISE.
Mayfield To Have Street and knter-
urban Railway.
Mayfield. Ky., May 8.—A street
railway franchise was sold yesterday,
the highest biddc:r being Pete Bur-
nett. at $175. He is a citizen of-May-
field. by represented St. Louih cap-
italists, whose .intention is to build.
an electric railway from Paducah
via
 
Mayfield to Columbus and other
wt stern Kentucky points. The city
council, it is thought, will accept the
hid at its next meeting. However,'
the •rice was much lower than they
had anticipate
ILLINOIS CENTRAL
EXCURSION BULLETIN.
Chattanooga, Tenn. — Southern
Baptist Convention—Dates of sale
May 8th, 9th and loth, limit ten days
with privilege of extension until
:fume 13th by ports-WI fee of so cents.
Rate for the round trip $9 25.
Paris, Ky. — Grand Commandry
Knights Templar—Dates of sale May
2ISt and 22n4, limit Nfay 25th, 1906.
Rate for round trip $12.75.
Louisville, Ky. — Spring Meeting
New Louisville Jockey Club—Dates
of sale May 1st and and, limited to
May 3rd. Rates for round trip $6,95.
Dates of sale May tett and and, limit
May 3oth; May 3rd to leith, inch,
sive, limint three days from date
of sale. Round trip rate $8,95.
Coming
Wk of Kentuckians Date: of sale
June trtlf.. 12th., and 13th., 1906, limit
June 223rd: by paying fee of so cents
tickets eart be extended to thirty days
from date of purchase. Rate for
round-trip—$6.95.
AU Kinds Monument., ane General Cemetery Work (Us*
•
Green River Stone
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental andBuilding purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.
SOLE AANT, t6og TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, ICY
BALDWIN PIANO
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highe:- ,: Excellence....
a.g.Minara
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is a "Leader" for the dealer.
D. It BALDWIN & CO.
W. T. MILLER, Agent.
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, BY
MAIL WNW & CO.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
t3o SOUTH THIRD ST. PADUCAH,KY
GUY NANCE. FRITZ KZ TTLER, Mt NANCE.
Manager. A saistant. Embalmer.
GUY NANCE
, and Embalmer,
PRIVATE A MBULANCE
for Sick and Injured Only,
2i3 SOUTH THIRD STREIRT.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
NEW PHONE 334.
OLD PHOV.;-7, 6p9.
PADUCAH, T.
—1—
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STREET SIGNS
INSPECTOR ELLIOTT IS NEAR-
LY READY FOR THE
WORK
The Signs Will be Placed on Build-
inp and Telephone Posts
Wbereever Posen*
Street Inspector Alonzo Elliott has
everything ready to commence with-
in a day or two the work of putting
signs at every stret corner, giving the;
name and number of each intersect-I
-ing thoroughfare. He has employed:
Mk. John Humphreys, carpenter, to
put them up.
'There are 460 of tho signs, four of
viincit go at every corner, two 6ivirt,;
the name of the numbered street, and
that of the named thoroughfare in-'
tersecting. Mr. Elliott was orderedi
'by the hoard of public works to havel
the square plates placed at the side
of corner buildings whereever pos-.
sible, also upon tlephone posts, and
where neither of these exist, smalf
wood poles will be erected at the in-
section.
The signs will be screwed to a
piece of board of the same size and
then naleh on the buildings, posts,
etc. It will take the carpenter sev-
eral days to complete the work as
• there arc ':several hundred, which will
he put ttp in all parts of the city ex-
c•pt the remote suburbs.
Some years ago street corner signs
existed, but they have all disappeared.
CUBA AN ISLE OF CONTENT
Consul Singer Says 'the Talk of Re-
volution There Is Silly.
(Chicago Chronicle.)
"Cuban revolution! nonsense," was
the terse manner in which Consul
Berthold Singer, who represents the
island republic a, well as Spain.
Nicaragua. Costa Rica and several
other South American common-
wealths in a consular capacity, ex-
pressed his opinion of the printed
1-eports of an incipient rebellion in
the province of Pinar del Rio yes-
terday. Consul Singer returned from
Havana Sunday morning.
'if was all over the province of
Foliar del Rio, all over Puerto Prin-
cipe and every district mentioned in
the dispatches as dissatisfied," he
said. "I suspect that sonic news-
paper man in Key West has been
'making copy,' betause these prov-
inces are all prosperous and the peo-
ple more happy and contented than
they have been for a century. The
talk of a revolution in Cuba is silly.
The Cubans are not a revolutionars
stock, despite their long rebellion
against Spain. They appreciate the
blessings of peace too much to
throw them away
"There is not a state in the union'
where there is not more internal
trouble in progress now than there
is in Cuba. At least strikes, incen-
diarism and other accompanying
evils are not cursing the island."
Consul Singer made an extended
Our through the provinces before
returning to Chicago and is well
posted as to internal conditions on
the island.
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TEACHERS MEET
LAST REGUL4R GATHERING
TO BE HEW FRIDAY
AFTERN'0911.
At a Called Session the Instructors
Will Submit List of Examina-
tion Question.
This corning Friday afternoon the
teachers of the public schools will
hold their last regular monthly liter-
ary session to finish their final study
of the McMurry's Method of Recita-
tion which they have been following
firtittheir -gathering -since
school last September. Professor
- inc  the r ingi pen 
1V. :1. 1, el:: 
week's session. The schools are dis-
missed at noon Friday in order that
nothing will interfere with the meet-
ing.
A called meeting of the teacher;
will be held some Friday afternoon
the latter part of this month, at
which time they will hand inithe list
of questions they have decided upon
for use while the scholars are being
rut through their examinations just
before close of the term, in order to
determine whether they have ad-
vanced sufficiently to be promoted to
the neat highest class. Several
weeks ago the teachers were banded
oft into committees to choose the
list of questions that each class will
be examined in. Since then the in-
structors have been holding their
informal gatherings getting togethe:
the list of questions which will be
completed by the last of May, and
copies then given each teacher frir
when the final examinations are
C onducted.
RAND POWDER HOUSE
BLOWN TO ATOMS.
Oliver Springs. Term.. May
The building used as the grinding
mill of the Rand powder plant, at
Marlowe, a mall station on the
Southern Railway, about eight miles
from here, was blown to atims last
Friday. The destruction of the build-
r.nd machinery was complete, the
loss being about $4.00o. This com-
pany came from Pennsylvania here
about two years ago, and fifteen or
twenty buildings, scattering them
over about seventy-five acres, so as
to reduce the possibility of explosion
to a minimum.
This is the first accident of any
consequence that has befallen this
company. Their Pennsylvania plant
was entirely wiped out by an ex-
plosion about a year ago, with the
loss of several live'.
Dirt For Sale.
Anyone wanting rich flower
telephone George Seitz at 1014
old 'phone.
dirt,
over
Pasture for Horses.
Pasturage for horse, within two
miles of city. Apply to Frank Par-
ham. Phone 536.
Fine photos at unheard of prices.
Riley & Cook.
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT'S
s' POSITION DEFINED
Washington, D. C., May ft—In
view of the publication Saturday re
garding the president's position on
the question of railroad rate .legisla- Tariff Reform in tort.
lion and the amendments proposed (St. Louis Republic.)
an authoritative statement was is- President Roosevelt's 1C COM-
sued at the White House Saturday mendation to congress that alcohol
defining the president's position. The for use in the arts he placed on the
statement follows: free list is a blow aimed at the
"The so-called Allison amendment. Standard Oil monopoly as directly
in the president's judgment, simply as the temporary suspension of the.
states affirmatively what the presi- tariff on coal during the great an-
dent believes is already contained in .thracite strike of three years ago was
the Hepburn hill. but unless it is at the coal trust. Both are conccs-
thus contained in the bill, the presi- s:ons to the Democratic principle
. .
upon its being vin that highprotective tariff fosters
in, because if it is contained the bill monopoly and places in he hands of
would undoubtedly be void. There !monopolists vast powers of oppres-
Jore, as incorporating the Allison I sion and extortion.
amendment, under no circumstances' The president's recommendation of
would do anything but good, and is untaxed denaturized alcohol is aimed
there is an honest doubt on the part 'to break the Standard Oil company's
of some sincere adherents of the bill monopoly in articles of universal
whether it is or is not already, by 'utility. But if such monopolies can
imptication. contained in the bill, thel be broken by removing props which
president is clearly of the opinion legislation has set under them, why
that the Allison amendment should should not all such props be re
be put in, and this without regard to ;moved Why, in fact, should legis-
whethkr other amendmens are or are lation ever set up' such props for
monopoly to build upon?
The Democratic party holds, and
will proclaim in the congressional
compaigns of this year, that the
vdhole system by which special in-
terests are given the right to rob
and oppress all other interests is
false in principle and vicious in prac-
tice. The Reopublican party, it is
row evident, will not budge one inch
from its traditional position that the
manufacturing interests of this coun-
try should have the right to levy
tribute upon all other interests and
indusries, regardless of their merit
still in excellent shape, even without
them."
not adopted.
"If the Hepburn hill, therefore,
pastes in this form, which is prac-
tically the exact form in which it
passed the house, it will be satisfac-
tory to the president, who from the
beginning has stated that the Hep-
burn bill itself would be satisfac-
tory But the president would like
if, in addition to the Allison amend-
ment, the so-called Long and Over-
man amendments were adopted,
While the president regards these
amendments with favor and would
like to see them adopted, he does not
hi the least regard them as vital, and or of their value 'in the general
feels that the Hepburn bill would be economy of the country.
HIS THEORY TESTED.
"Did you take in the temp'reace leci
tore over to Wanehope Branch?" asked
the storekeeper of Marvin Parsons.
"They tell me it was a powerful fine
lecture an' &Ma & right smart o' good."
"It didn't do me no good," replted
Marvin. "I've b'en too busy buskin*
out my corn to take in temp'runce lec-
tures."
"I was there," volunteered Washing-
ton Hancock, pausing in the scraping
of a carrot which he had taken from a
convenient basket. "It was a powerful
fine lecture, as Rufe says, but it was
discouragin' to a man 'thout helpin'
him any. Reason don't feaze a feller
if liquor gets holt on him. U it did
the rumsellers would have had to close
up long ago. You've got to reform
feller in one of two ways—religion or
main stren'th an' awk'ardness. That
was Domini* Walker's theory an be
had a right smart o' BUCC828. 'Member
the domicile? He was the goldarndest
rawboned six-foot-two ol
grit an' ginger an' hoes sense I ever
seen wrapped up in black broadcloth.
"Well, oas eventn' he was down to
Tarkio tradin' ant be seen Mose Brun-
omit reposin' in the alley back o' Grip-
pen'. 'loon, with the rain drippin'
down on him from the eaves of the
woodshed. Mose was jest about the
crnariest mis'able low-down no-ac-
count drunken loafer that ever stepped.
'Well, the dominie stood there. in
the rain lookin' at him a while an'
Inly he says: 'There's a man some-
where in that lump. Religion may
bring it out, an' main stren'th an' awk-
wardness may do it. similibus
kewranter"—that's Greek for one nail
drives out another.'
"He had a little spriag wagon he'd
drove to Own in an' he backs the wag-
on up in the alley an' heaves Moss In
an' drives off with him. When Mose
woke up be found himself lyin. on a
heap o' straw in the dominie's barn
an' he was some s'prised. After a
while he got up an' tried to open the
door to peek out. He didn't want to
as no more'n peek out because he
wasn't dressed for comp'ny. All the
costume he had was a horse blanket
that was 'yin' on the grain chest.
Well, the door was locked. He began
to holler, but nobody come. Then he
pounded on the door with the handle
of a hay fork an' suddenly the door
opened an' the dominie walked in.
"He didn't take no notice* o' Mose—
lust barred the door inside ant begun
to shake down hay for his ol' hoes.
" 'Where's my clo'es, an' what dye
mean by lockin' me up in your con
earned ol' barn?' says Moe..
"Dominic) Walker never said a word
an' Mose started for the door. He
hadn't no more'n began to unbar II
when the dominie caught him by the
neck an' threw him down on the straw
He started up fightin' mad an' the
dominie jest knocked him down again
Didn't say nethin' only jest landed him
on the jaw an' down he went. Then
Mose begun to cry an' beg to be let
out The dominie didn't say nothin'
Just finished feedln. his hoes an' went
out After a while Mace got crazy
thirsty, an' yelled for water an' pound-
ed the door. Back comes the dominie
with a jug an' a bowl ef oatmeal an'
puts 'em down on the grain chest an'
goes out. Moss took a long swig at
the jug an' then stopped an' tasted.
''Blame me if it ain't half whisky!'
be says.
"It must have been elect to noon, as
be felt sorter holler. He took a spoon•
tut of the oatmeal, tasted it, an' then
went to work an' cleaned out the bowl,
'First time I ever et oatmeal an' whis-
ky.' he says, smilin' happily; 'I've
struck It rich.'
"He rolled up In the blanket an' went
to sleep again. 'Bout supper time in
somes the domicile with a plate ni
bread an' meat, barred the door, 'tend-
ed to his hoes an' went out 'thout say-
in' a word, leavin' the grub behind.
After • while Mose got up an' sampled
It an' blame if both the bread an' meat
wasn't strong o' whisky.
"Well, that's the way it went right
*long. Never a word was said to him,
an' everything he ate or drank was full
of whisky. He got mad when the
domicile wouldn't speak to him an
fought, but all he got by that was a
lIckin'. The whisky flavor tasted good
to him for a time, but pretty soon h3
got sort o' tired of it. Then he got
plum sick of It an' tin'ly the smell of
It turned his stummuck an' he began
to stop wain' altogether. Then the
dominie gave him plain food for a
while an' then the first thing he knew
he'd be getting whisky again.
I 1 
• r.
Moss for the hundredth time, 'quit giv-
in' me that blame liquor. I'm clean
turned &gin it. An' treat me like a
man an' not like a dog. Say suthin! I
don't care what it is, but say authin!'
"The dominie didn't answer him
thenz-but the next mornin' he came in
with a shirt an' hat an' shoes an'
overalls. 'Put them on. Moses,' be
says, 'an' then you can come out with
ins an' help me hill-up the corn. But
don't try to get away and don't hold
no converse with nobody, for as sure
as you do you go back on whisky diet
an' rn break every bone in your body.'
"Moses went out an' billed corn
along with the domicile. Then they put
up bay together, an' hoed potatoes an'
dug cellar an' worked along all through
that summer.
"Along in the fall the dominie
charged him, cured.
"An' them he turned around an' sued
the dominie for five months' wages, an'
this boys got together and gave him a
ride on a nice three-cornered fence
rail. He never went to drinkin' again,
though."
"Cured him then??" said the store-
keeper. "That.was one "
"Yes—main strength an' awkward-
seek" "14 Hancock. "The other
didn't take,"--Chicago Daily News.
a fine line of
4-, A
' i• A Strength Builder
After a wasting illness, there is
nothing which so surely and quickly
builds up exhausted strength as
otIEUSER—BUscire
The----nutritious, tissue-building elements
of choice Barley-Malt in predigested
form a:c and
taken up by the system.
Sold by all Druggists and Groom".
Prepared bye'
Anheuser-Busch Brewing Ass'n
St. Louts. U. 5£.
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in connection with t•', best ows.
tido service, Zach -s has :dded League BALL PARK
PADUCAH vs. DANVILLECandy
and wil. continue to keep up .se rap-
ita•'._,11 our fountain has UN •nagrIS
r ' Ice Cream. Don't fril 4/et .
HAYES
SEVENTH AND BROADWAY.
TEL. 70.
H. T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES
itealdence see me• ma
DR. R. E. HEARNE
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
220 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones us
Office hours 3 Lo xo Lm., I te
p.m.. and 7 to g p. in.
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT.
Office and Residence, Rooms3 and 4,
Colombia Building.
Phone zoar—Red.
OLIVER, OLIVE & IrGREGOR
LAWYER
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear k
Marshall County; PadU016, I
Room tr4 Fraternity Building
New Phone ct• Otc1 Phone
J. K. HENDRICK. J. G. MILL
WM. MARBLE.
Hendrick, Mill,.
and Marble.
LAWYERS
Rooms t, 2 and 3 Register Build S. DABNEY.gag Broadway— •
Practice in all the courts of the
sears. Both phones ti.
MAY 6th, 7th & 8th.
General Admission 25 Cents.
GRAND STAND 35 CENTS, BOX SEATS 6o CENTS.
TICKETS ON SALE SMITH & NAGEL'S.
FOURTH & BROADWAY
GAME CALLED AT 3:30 P. M. SHARP,
S. P. POOL. L. O. STEPHENSON.
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.,
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS.
BOTH 'PHONES 203-105 S. THIRD ST.
NO. uo
E. H. PUP Y EAR,
Attorney .t Law
Rooms 5 anc J kirginter Building
523 I-11 vseucah, Ky.
New :et.one
SPECIALTIES:
Aty O.2c1ing of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation ard
Real Rotate Law
R. T. LIGHTFOOT.
—LAWYER—
Will practice in all courts of :
tucky.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)
Office, 3136 Broadway—Phone rue
Residence, 819 Broadway.
Phone
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Road
FLOURNOY & REED
LA WYE RS:
ROOMS TO, ti and is. C011101121.11 Bldg
PADUCAH,, KY.
Dr. B. T, Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, is.
Non hFifth, Both Phone 335.
Residence 1041 Clay. Old Phone Ifolr
0. D. Schmidt
_
Architect and Superintendent.
4or Fraternity Building,
Old Phone eqg Red; New Phone to
Paducah, Kentucky.
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificates
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calanders
Framed right up to date in five mill-
utes time at the
PADUCAH MUSIC STORE
Strosderay.
Jim Duffy
403% Broadway.
Pressing and Cleaning
Old Telephone 718-R
—DENTIST—
Truehart Building.
WE HAVE.
JUST WHAT YOU NEED FOR
HOUSE CLEANING,
Insecthol
The Best Bugkiller Known,
Mothelin
For Carpet Moths.
Naphcin
The Greta disenfectant.
ALL ODORLESS. In to-is and
25 cent Bottles.
'Phone Us Your Order.
BACON'S
DRUGYSTORES.'
Seventh and Jackson St. 'Phone 237,
Seventh and Clay St. 'Phone 38.
1111111=1111.11.11.1111111111gommegui
Henry's
Headache
Powders
Will be keenly appreciated
after a trial by people who suf-
fer from headaches—severe or
mild, occasional or chronic.
They never fail to
GIVE QUICK
RELIEF.
Easing the pain in a very few
Minutes.
J. IL Oehlschlaeger
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63,
EDISON
STANDARDI
PHONOGRAPH
Will ben pleasure w yen'
borne cit 'tag the tong v., er
evenings. fhey are r ng
now at o..t store. C tie in
and hear them. Tht you'll
Want one. Bir 'ion of
records.
Warren & Warren
Jeweler!
403 Broadway;
Dr. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 306 Broadva7.
ALBEN -W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at-Law
Room No, 5.
Columbia Bldg.
Paducah.
•iitucky.
1•
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PUBLISHED Pv THE
, REGISTER pisWSPAPER CO. I FIGURES—FOR rwas OF THE EXPERIENCE OF TWELVE CITIES
(Incorporated) , WITH 
WATER WORKS PLANTS OWNED BY, THEM. THEY
ARE THE BEST PAYING INVESTMENTS IN THE COUNRY.
THE REGISFER1 PUBLIC OWNERSHIP STATISTICS
iAt Register Burtaing, 523 Broadway.
JAMES E. WILHELM, President
JOHN V/TLHELM, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-clan mail matter.
One Year 
Six Months   2.5o
Three Months 
 
1.25
One Week   .10
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularty should report the matte: to
The Register office st once. Tele-
phone Cumberland esS.
Wednesday Mornitvii, May 9, .z906.
Corporatioa Organ Rot.
From now on the public may ex-
Peet to read daily interviews in the
corporatios. organs from "prominent
merchants" against the city owning
a water and light plant. If a Broad-
way merchant really gave the inter-
view that appeared in the News-
Democrat yesterday he Should not
be ashamed to make public his name
and assume the responsibility for
those views. Every man is entitled
to his opinion and if he thinks only
a handful of people are in. favor of
competition in lights Why don't he
come out openly and over his name
say that such is his belief.
The fact of the business is that we
do not believe that any business man
gave out any such interview, for the
reason that it contains nothing but
rot an no business man uses such
stuff.
'Di article was no doubt written
in the office of, fiss• News-Democrat,
and at the behest of the president of
the traction company wpo is also a
large Auck holder in the News-
Democrat.
That paper is demanding competi-
tion in tlephones and almost daily as-
sails the East Tennessee Telephone
company, and the public will -not be
misled by its fake iterviews against
competition in light and water. That
paper is simply in favor of the peo-
ple of Paducah being gouged by the
corporations in which its owners. are
stockholders, bet stand ready to fight
and crush out any other corporation
in which they arc not interested. The
advocates of municipal ownership
should keep an eye on the papers that
would keep them bound hand and
foot, and if they want to support
such papers then they are fools.
The fight for municipal ownership
in Paducah has but begun and those
in favor of it must learn to look out
for themselves and let those on the
other side do likewise.
••
What Milwaukee Has Done.
The Chicago Examiner In a three
cohnunn story ofthe yottng man who
defeated Rose for mayor of Milwau-
kee gives • very interesting account
of the •eottror fe/love and . of the
changes that are _hen] wrought in
that eity, AltiAlk, ' year the
_. .
people of that city were clamoring
for municipal tiernitteship of the pub-
lic iitilitics the old crowd ,in office,
under Mayor Rose who served four
terms, wee able to stave off the peo-
ple. At last they rose up and with a
young man at the head of the move-
Name of -City— Owned Receipts
Since 1905 Expenses
:Minneapolis,. Minn., ..187o 375,000.co 129,517.00
Richmond, Va., • 1830 174,69o.Fo 45,058.93
South Bend, Ind., 1873 79,635.88 34,567.88
Montgomery, Ala., — 1898 68,261.10 58,o82 81
Evansville, Ind., 1871 95,142.63 78,661.99
Mobile, Ala., 1900 71,000.00 57.000.00
Newport, Ky., ...... 1871 59,000.o0 26,000.00 33,000.00 275
Jackson, Tenn., . 1884 27,507•••S 21,918.43 5,589-05 . 23$
Atlanta, _Ga...,.. • • •-• 1874_ 2.148_4.4.90 10'.?_•Z87"1_ 1•31_2°611:9•3 14567
Detroit, Mich., .,...always 460,014.45 170,130.90 289.883.55 4,100
St. Louis, Mo., ....always 1,993,3811'5 954,509.09 1,038,872.50 8,797
Kalamazoo, Mich.,  1871 31,500.00 10,700.00 20,80o.oct-'.: 5an
Net _ Free
Receipts F. Plugs
225483.00
120,631.87
45,068.00
10178.00
16,4843'64
Note: Expeses include interest on water works bonds.
and free fire plugs show earning capacity.
3.714
758
813
65o
596
14,000.00 654
Net welts
In .this issue of The Register is
published statistics of twelve cities
owning their water plants. The cities
range in size from 30,000 population
to 500,000. Every plant shows hand-
some net profits and free fire plugs
from 235 to 8797. As Paducah pays
over $30 per year for each fire plug
the reader may judgee of the enor-
mous saving to the cities owning
their plants make in not paying any
rental for those utilities. Before long
a pamplct will be issue* showing
statistics from every leading city in
America on water and light rates paid
to private companies and those pre-
vailing in cities that own their plants.
Paducah and Somerset both claim
to have experienced earthquake
shocks. Owensboro has plenty of
first-class entertainment without hav-
ing to resort to seismic stunts.--
Owensboro Inquirer.
That so? Well, an earthquake
might awaken Owensboro from her
slumbers, ;f the shake was a good,
healthy one. •
Probably the big 400th4i-Inearthed
at Cairo a few days ago once adorn-
ed the jaws of a Cairoite, said Molar
having been developed 4rom the
habit of -chewing the rag," a prac-
tice peculiar to the 4enizens of the
sipe-water city.
News Note—A will drawn by Jule::
Chambord seventy years ago has
been found in a garter worn by his
bride and subsequently used ,by his
family or descendents since his wed-
ding day.
A tongue legacy.
The man who deserves the most
sympathy is the poor fellow who
was married
s 
a few. dal' ago at Day-
tun, Ohio. His wife ciin talk but
can't hear. He can hear but can't
talk.
The only "strike" any of us want
to hear of comes from the lips of
the baseball umpire.
MURPHY JUDGMENT
(Continued From First Page.)
street. The river was falling rapidly
aid the docks had to be pushed out
hi', the stream to prevent the declin-
ing water from leaving the floating
property stranded on the bank. Block
si»d teak were used to do the work.
The rope broke and let the block
fly and hit McCormick in the head,
injuring him. lie sued for damages
on the ground that the docks man-
agement was at fault, for using rope
not strong enough, but the company
disproved this, and won their action.
ment the voters swept the old gang
out of office and an entirely new ad-
ministration was inaugurated.
In an account of the the affair the
Examiner says:
"With a new mayor come new
times—a new deck, a reshuffling of
the cards, a clean board and fresh
players at the game of pleasing, the
game of:saving and the game of po-
litical courage. Municipalities are be-
gining to realize the.tbere is a sin-
cerity that shmild be -applied to gov-
erments.
"And at lost Mile/volitive comes into
the wacoming, list of municipal own-
ership cities-7oine Chicago, Phila-
delphia, Seattle, Toledo, Omaha, De-
troit and dozens of others that, wean-
ed of being bled and tired of being
lectured by corporations, strike bodly
for the rights of taxpayers.
"The ferrules of fire no longer awe
when raised over the heads of voters
who are surrotteded hy the political
pedagogues employed by traction
monopolists and office-holoing plund-
erers."
No use trying to drown sorrow. It
has long ago been demonstrated that
It is strictly in Vtralliin.tilari.:`
—
•••••••
Today's Docket.
There comes a for trial toda tlet
suits of Felix G. Rudolph, adminis-
trator of Pink Underwood, against
the Illinois Central; Samuel Stone
against the News-Democrat; Theo-
dore Troendle company against H.
Miller Cunningham. Underwood
was a fireman nn the Illinois_ Cen•
tral, and died as., result of injuries he
received ,cluring a Wreck down about
Mayfield betw- cen his train - --1 an
other freight. His estate suet; for
damages.
Sam Stone ia Markle Worten'a
plaintiff in the snit filed against the
News-Democrat wherein Stone
claims his character was injured by
that newspaper writing something
about him pertaining to his arrest.
The Troendle company sues Cun-
1
stingham for money , chimed due
upon account.
Railroad Sees Me Paul.
The Illinois Central railroad filed
'Pratt' In the cirenit court yesterday
lagainsit W: J. MleFaul for $556145.
i fine railroad states that January
:34st, 1903 the Eaton Lumber eom-
oasis! of Clifton,_ Tenn., brought ger-
!teal carloads of !timber down to
Brookport, Ill., and there consigned
it to care of the I. C. to be shipped
5a4 yaton's customer, in Dubuque,
, Iowa. There were 4o,000 feet in the
'consignment and the I. C. charges
!that while the lumber was over at
Brookport that McFaul confiscated a
•
,carload and converted it to his priv
il ate use. The road had to re-imburse
Eaton and now charges that McFaul
should pay them.
+44-14+++++++++++4e11eMele1e1e14
.1. OTHER COUNTRIES
f HEARD FROM. +
+++++++++14++++He1eiel-1-14+++
Coal Men in Lock.
The coal men are certainly in luck.
Just when the_ strike is called off the
cold wave appears, enabling them to
keep up prices for a while.—Louis-
ville Times.
Warning.
A Compton, Ky., man died while
taking a drink of water, which will
cause another crop of newspaper
paragraphs about water being fatal
to Kentuckians—Owensboro Inquir
er.
Kentucky Inspiration.
Time for the town pump to go
This is Louisville —Cleveland News
No, suhl Kentucky takes it straight
Louisvilk Herald.
Watterson Ruminating.
Henry lAratters•on thinks that it is
the president's purpose to disrupt
both of the old parties and build up
a new one of his own. or at ieast
unckr his keadership.—Savannah, Ga.
Nws.
Dear no; he was not "thinking"
at all; mereely ruminating, as it were;
wondering whether such a bug was
buzzing in the presidential bonnet.
The case is quite beyond "thinking."
--Courier...Journal.
•
Hobson'. Miscalculations.
It is announced that Richmond
Pearson Hobson, now that he has
won the Democratic nomination for
congress in the Bankhead district in
Alabama, wants to be president of
the United States. There is just a
possibility that this eminent swimmer
has nriscalculgted the time when he
ceased to be a unit of interest in the
United, States.—Cincinnati Enquirer.
(Minneapolis Journal.)
One More Cure for Mosquitoes.
A Memphis, Mo.. man has dis•
covered a new way to get rid of
mosquitoes. He says to rub alum
on your face and hands. When the
mosquito takes a bite it puckers his
Leaser so it Can't sting. It sits down
in a damp place, tries to dig the
tucker loose, catches its death ••f
cold and dies of pneumonia.
Troubles of Spring Days.
(Chapman, Kan.. Lookout.)
These are the days when the old
hen gets in her work assisting tli-
radishes to come up; when the potis:.
clog begins a system of excavating in
the flower beds and when . the
neighbor's old cow walks leisurely
across the freshly prepared lawn.
.4
_Bugeom oh MyIhi._
I'se gwien tow see my Susie,
l'se a gwien to see my flirt,
Sliel my freckled fluzic,
'She's de buzzom ob my shirt
l'se a gwien to git a chickin
Foh dat yellow gal ob mine--
Gwien be de choicest pickin'.
Pat will make her eyes jest shine
Sho', now roostah, doart yo' cackle,
Kaise de boss might be about;
If I git yo' by yo' hackle
Yo' an' me'll be sneakin' out.
An' I'll hold yo' "close an' tender
In de buzzom ob my shirt,
An' a good aceount we'll refolds
To dat handsome yellow flirt!"
By de holy stiggerin' Petah,
I believe I heah's a dog;
Mabe it was just a akeetah
Tryiii' to light on dat ol' log.'
Sh—what's dat? Someone on de trot
Else dis place am full ob hants.
Bang! Lawsie Laud! I done got Shot
In de buszom ob my—pantsl
Country Gazette.
M. Fallieres, the new French
president, has an additional litibby
to his love of billiards—that Is ok-
buntiig. . • f
-
.•
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STORE
TEE DEMAND FOR HIGH GRADE FANCY PEARL TRIM-
MING BUTTONS HAS BEEN GREATER THIS SEASON. THAN
AT ANY TIME BEFORE. IT HAS BEEN A PROBLEM TO SUP-
PLY THAT DEMAND. WE ARE PREPARED NOW WITH A
GREAT LINE OF THFSP" MUCH SOUGHT BUTTONS.
Twelve Hundred Dozen
HIGH GRADE TANCY PEARL BUTTONS IN SIZES is, re. rtN 
03 AND 20 AT roc A DOZEN FOR YOUR CHOICE. THERE ARE
BUTTONS IN THE LOT WORTH DOUBLE THE PRICE.
Fine Embroideries
FINE SWISS AND NAINBOOK EMBROIDERY MATCH SETS
FROM ral/sc TO 413c A YARD. THESE ARE EXTREMELY DAIN-
TY AND WILL APPEAL TO THE REFINED TASTE OF PADU-
CAH WOMEN.
WIDE. EMBROIDERIES (ABOUT IS INCHES) IN VERY FINE
GOODS AT eltc TOS1.25 A YARD. SOME OF THESE APPEAR
LIKE THE REAL HAND MADE EMBROIDERY. NO LINE OF
GOODS WE HAVE EVER OFFERED HAS BEEN SO HIGHLY
COMPLIMENTED AS THIS ONE. CAN'T WE HAVE THE
PLEASURE OF A LOOK FROM YOU?
EVERY DEPARTMENT Offt THE STORE IS CROWDED WITH
SPECIAL VALUES.
Hosiery Specials
LADIES IMPORTED LACE HOSIERY IN BLACK. WHITE
AND TAN AT 35c A PAIR
INFANTS WHITE LACE HOSIERY AT isc A PAIR.
MISSES' BLACK RIBBED HOSE—VERY FINE QUALITY—
SIZES 5 TO 9% AT x5c A PAIR.
THESE ARE VERY SPECIAL VALUES.
PURCULLOHOMPSON
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH. KY.
SOUTHWESTERN MEDICAL
ASSOCIATION
.(Continued from Page One)
it has been heard by
people who pronounced
greatest efforts
human lips.
Today's Programme.
Morning session, May 8th., 1906,
ro a. m.
Called to order by president.
Invocation.
Address of welcome.
Response.
Regular order of business.
Report of Committees.
I. "The Care of the New Ilaby,"
—B. B. Griffith.
Discussion by J. T. Reddick, E. G.
Thompson and J. D. Pryor.
2. "Typho Malarial Fever,"—II. T.
Carter.
Discussion, R. M'. Jones, W. S.
*tone and Robert Overby.
3. "Entero Colisis,"—John A.
Jones.
Discussion by P. II. Stewart, H.
T. Rivers and B. T. Hall.
4. "The Relation of the Physician
to SanitationNi. P. Sights.
Discussion by J. G. Brooks, C. E.
Purcell and DOM
9.• "Prontat ic Hyperehrophy,"—E.
B. McMorris.
Discussion by B. B. Griffith, J. G.
Brooks and J. W. Mesisew.
Afternoon session, ii 3o p. m., May
eighth.
1. "Outdoor Life a Prevention of
Tuberculosis,"—J. G. Brooks.
Discussion by C. E. Purcell, E. A.
Stevens and Willis MOSS.
2. "Oration in Medicine,"—Vernon
ever falling
thousand. of
it one of the
from
4. 'Soinnoform in
—C. E. Purcell.
'Discussion by B. B. Griffith,
non Blythe and B. T. Hall.
5 "'typhoid Fever,"—W. G.
solving.
Discussiok by G. H. Covington, E.
1B. Curd and I. G. Hart.
6. "Cystitis and Its Treatment,'—J.
Sale.
Discussion by R. M. Jones, J. A.
Jones and H. T. Carter.
Afternon session, May 9th., op&
7:30 p. rn.
I. 'Pneumonia."—B. T. Hall.
Dititussion by F. V. Kirnbrough,
Willis Moss And M. Wm. ROZZeii.
2. "Nasal Obstruction and Some of
Its Evil Consequences,"—H. G. Reyn-
olds.
Discussion by C. E. Purcell, M.
W. Rozzell and II. M. Childress.
3. "Report of a Case of Pericar-
dial and Pietistic EffuSion,"—J. M.
Pck.
Minor Surgery,"
Ver-
Kin-
-.1111111MIMIlv 
PRINTING
THAT PLEASES
NEW
OLD
Phones:
4
202W
-
2 0
-
‘ 111)4Lr.
KENTUCKY PRINTING
COMPANY
121S 4th St
44.114.44++++++4,4•44•4•++++4-404.
V
Back of every Policy of
TRE 'funk. LIFE
of New Yak stands
The nrst Amoral Lite lo-
urs* to. The Wpm that
HAS EARNED MORE
for Policy-holders,
HAS PAID MORE
to Policy-holders I:
AND HOLDS MORE t
for Policy-holders
IThai my other Compay In tho
....World...
TIME FLIES
BE WISE AND GET A GOOD
CLOCK OR HAVE YOUR PRES-
ENT ONES PUT IN FIRST-
CLASS ORDER WE DO THE
FINEST KINDS OF REPAIR
WORK ON ALL KINDS OF
CLOCKS AND WATCHES.
Discussion by J. G. Hart, W. J OUR CHARGES ARE ALWAYS-
Rogers and J. W. Meshew. MODERATE. WE CARRY A
of Catte,"—
4. "Surgical Treatment of Uterine
FUL JEWELRY
COMPLETE LINE OF BEAUT.•
Fibroids with Report 
Boyd.
Discussion by P. 11
Q. Taylor, II. T. Rivers
Volunteer papers.
Stewart,
THE HOTEL BELVIDERE.
6
. Special to my friends and cus-
tomers—Mr. R. E. Moshell has c.'
cured the service of W. G. "Billy'
Moore—formerly with Moore &
Gott's resturant—who made that
place famous for quick meals and
f ood service. After closing out busi-
ness with Nth. Gott, Mr. Moore took
charge of the Hotel Tamms at
Tamms, Ill. Mr. Moshe!l has placed
Mr. Moore as steward and manager
J. L. WANNER,
Jeweler
428 Broadway.
PHONE 7724..
PAI3ST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
Sold at
Gray's Buffet
Palmer House Bar,
L. A. Lagornarsino.
•
•
•
•
Discussion by Society.
3. "An unusual Case of Dementia
Praecox Associated with Epilepsy,
and a Most Extensive Bromide Er-
uption,"—Curran Pope, Louisville,
Ky.
Discussion by Frank Boyd, E. T.
Dunaway and W. H. Mason.
4- "Oration in SatraterY,"—W• J.
Rogers.
Discussion by Society
Evening session:
It Call to order.
Election of officers.
.President's address.
"The Proper Relation of the Medi-
cal Profession to the Public,"—j. N.
McCormack, Bowling Green, Ky.
Morning session, Mby 9tit., 1906,
io a. 'M. e
r. "Poerpreal Septicoemia,"—H.
T. Rivers.
Discussion by A. R. Lee, W. L.
Mosby and Hugh Ed Prather.
a. Appendicitis as a Viseral Mien-
ifertitation of Erythema Exadatavium
MlnItiforme,"—J. S. Chenoworth,
Louisville, Ky.
Discussion by P. H. Stewart, Frank
Boyd and J. G. Brooks.
3: "Food in Health and Disesae,"
—E. B. Curd.
Discussion by J. R'. Coleman, W.
J. Bass and It F. silo*
•
public to call. We guarantee satis-
faction—every courtesy extended to
all—thanking my friends for past
favors and hoping you may continue
same. Meet me at the Hotel Belve-
dere
W. G. "BILLY" MOORE, Chef.
STAIMARD -OIL TRUST
01AS DODGED ITS TAXES.
Tri ary Companies in Ohio Con-Id
c ed Their Property From
. Official&
Findlay, 0., May 8.—Tax Inquis-
itor Baser has unearthed back taxes
against the Standard Oil company and
Its tebutary companies in Hancock
county amounting to about $100,006.
The ails:Wye Pipe Line 'company a
the Ohio Oil company, whicle.tthe
inquisitor declares are a part of the
Standtard, have concealed, fb.ir prop-
erty in the county from taxation, he
claim's. and a large amount of tools
and other 'taxable property belonging
to the Ohio Oil company•heee•beth
found not to be listed for taxation.
,
AN INVITATION.
Our new exchange has been com-
pleted and the public is respectfully
invited to visit the operating rooms
betaken—tie hours of 9 a. m., and 4
0. m. Sundays excepted.
Our switch board is ths most
niodetn up-to-date board in the
south and no expense has bee*
spared to secure the latest inven-
tions and iinproveznents known to
the telephone art which is a goat-
ansee of rapid service to our sub.
etribers, 
•
We emploty more than 75 opera-
tors to operate this switchboard and
snore than this number of other em-
ployes to maintain lines and install
new subscribers.
We will ;Ake pieasure in showing
all visitors through the plant.
Robert Carlton, the Well known EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE IL,
piano tuner, telephone Sty
•
COMPANY.
:664AL LIS
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1SIX sTRA
IBHTe., acnrdickeminently t respectable 
'" drag's its slow length through the
better part of three days.
e $
IS THE PADUCAH Rzcoituf TO
RATE WITH PERFECT
STANDING. • T
If Jacksonville Could Not Make a
Winning They, at Least, Knock-
ed the Ball Over the Fence.
How They Stand:
'W. L. Per.
Paducah 6 p t000
'Vincennes  a .667
Cairo
Danville a .4 •333
Jacksonville  S  5 .166
Aflat toon t 5 166
Today's Schedule.
4 Danville at Paducah.
Vincennes at Cairrk
Jacksonville at Mattoon.
ea.•••••••ip •41.),.)
The very cool and t leatiening
weather reduced she crowd Ia. the
League Park yestitd0 to the` smal-
kst of tbe season; they Witnesi•
ed the locals cut the 'sixth notch in
their stick and at Iesatn•evsa alias
from the wilds of Illionois leave Ken-
tucky soil with a diatiiintitScollection
that the Pr9sPeSts (or vie= are
not good this, site .00ttlies: . •
There was not muckginger in eith-
er the Kit/lost:Aar* or.' Nit saint hut
the Indians went right at them. In
the second innings haelma).ebeyorere
givtift something to think about; with
Donn* nOritt2 on' fit* Ostrow
whacked the ball over the fence just
inside of the right. font **Ant both
crossed the plate. Fox iiintertity for
the home boys while A•VeguirAttzled
the Visitors. Inthe seventh, after two
out, Paducah in jo,iwf R?"*.
The Ilanvilie htirich• hits Paducah
i this morning and, it ientains to be
•seen whether they can change the
figure at the tem of this column.
, Summary:
Jacksonville- AB.R.BH.PQ.A.E.
Livingston, cf 
 
4 o o 2 2 -0
O'Brien, ab.   . ...4 o 0 2 2 0
Moroboo, jb.......4 o 0 0 2 t
Hughes,   " .j rtoto
hardy, if  o o a 0 0
Lotshaw, rf.  t 2 0 0 0
Bertie. se. ...  0 0 4 uoi.
Belt. c-  o o S 3
l•ox, p.  0 0 f
Totals
2
3
..3
3
3
39 2 3 24 11 I
Paducah- AB.R.BH.PO.A.E
Taylor, cf. 4 2 I
McClain. If. ... o • • •4 I 2
(-Allegan, '213.  3 1 0
Haas, tb. • 3 J 3
Wetzel, 3b. 4 0
• Perry. ot  3 o I
M. Miller. if. 4 t
Chenatilt, c 4 0 1.
Wilgus. p. 2 1
2 0 0
o 0 1
2 3 o
2
9
3
5
Totals 31 7 to 17 12
Earned Runs., Jacksonititle
Tadueah 1.
Stolen bases. Taylor a. McClain t.
Ilaas 3, Perry 1, Wilgus I.
Sacrifice hits-Brady, Wilgus.
Three base hits-Haas. ,
liorne igns-Lotshaw.
Bases on Balls-.Off Fox five.
Struck by Fox five; by Wilgus
eight.
Left on bases-Jacksonville ' one,
Paducah five
Time of game- i :ao.
Umpire Devanney.
Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 o-RHE
back.onville o a o 0 0 o 0 o o-2 3 I
41'aducali 2 0 0 o, t 4 a-7 10!
1.J
2,
Danville Take Another.
Danville, Ill., May 8.--In today's
game Danville, made it two out of
three by winning in the tenth inning
by a score of six to Ave.- Both
pitchers were hit hard, but the
locals had the best of slugging
match.
Danville
Vincennes,
6 12 2
5 9 1
R 11 E
Batteries, Christman, Holycross
and Shaw; Whitley and Matteson.
RACE QUESTION
(0313tiallted from First Page.)
as • had Mr. Foraker because ortirs
position on race questions.
Final Vote.
The vote was taken on Mr. Culber-
son's, substitute for the Foraker
amiadment, and it was adopted by a
vote of 38 to 35 as follows:
Yeas-Bacon, Bailey, Berry, Black-
burn, Burkett, Clapp, Clark (Ark),
 4 2 .667 Clay, Culbersan„ Daniel, _Dolliveri,
Dubois, Poster, Frazier, Frye Gearin,
Kittredge, Knox, I.aFollette, Latimer,
Long. McCreary, MeEnery, McLaur-
in, Martin, Money, Nelson, Nixon,
Overman, 'Pettus, Rayner, Simmons,
Stone, Sutherland, Taliaferro, Teller,
Xilltnan, Wlarner-38. '
Nays-Aldrich, Alger, Alice, Ank-
eney, Brandegee, Bulkeley, Burrlhant,
Burroughs, Carter, Clark (Wyo ),
Crane, Cullom, Dick, Dillingham,
Dryden, Elkins, Flint, Foraker, Ful-
ton, Gallinger, Hale, Hansbrough,
Hemenway, Hopkins, Kean, Lodge,
IfeCurnbh, Millard, Perkins, Platt,
Piles, Scott, Smoot, Warden, Wet-
more-33.
Twelve Republicans voted with the
Democrats in the affirmative.
Mfr. Elkins then offered his amend-
ment preventing common carriers
from engaging in the production or
selliog or of coal or coke of any
other commodity in competition with
shippers.
FAKE COMPANIES
Columbus, 0., May 8.-In a prelim-
inary report of his findings as to the
methods of the Stndard Oil company
in Ohio, nsade public yesterday
through the Standard Oil trust, in
obedience to a decree of the supreme
court of Ohio, recognized in 11399,
cancelling the trust certificates,then
outstalaling and.putting all the prop-
erty they represented in the hands of
the Standard Oil company of N...w
Jersey, it has continued to violate the
ValentineJStewara anti-trust act juin
as before. •
In that organization, he says . ie
incorporated the departments 'of. Ore
business separately. The Buckeye
Pipe Line company. he says, does all
the Standard pipe line tranwortation,
the Union Tank company carries all
its oil by cars. The Salor Refining
company does its manufacwring,
while the Ohio Oilcompany collects
the crude oil from the wells in the
fields. That these concerns represent
the same interests is shown by their,
tax returns that are all made on the
same day on similiar forms, and theyi
arc all represented by 'the same at-
torneys.
The Standard absolutely fixes the
price of crude bd. independent corn-'
panic's run their bids up or down with
the Standard price. B by organiz-
ing "fake" companies the Standard,
manages to drive out competition'
without changing oil prices"t•veriel
whet-, would be disastrous to thcf
Standard itself. Such a Mee com-
pany is the Manhattan, operating in
the Finley field.
Worked Tee WelL
Agent-I have called, air, to show
yeu our new patent cash register,
Which I am introduclag--prevents all
peculation, sir; makes It utterly imp
possible for any clerk to steal a cant
Mr. illowgo-Dont want 'sm.
Agent-You don't!
Mr. Blow go- No. sir My neighbor
neat door put in.one o' them things
last Monday, an' before night the hull
force had struck fur., higher warm-.
N. Y. Weekly.
A Dandy Game.
Cairo, Ill., May 8.-The feature of
41 4 today's game was the terrific hitting
by° Wolfe and Long.
Alsittoon
Cairo,
• t Batteries; Berryhill and
Hatch and Wolfe,
Umpire Bush.
R H
3 TO 1
4  14 0
Langdon;
, 4.
Baseball for the British.
(Cleveland Plain Deatei.);" "
A determined effort is being made
just now to put baseball as played
in this cotintry on an enduring foot-
ing in, EngUnd. Six leading football
eatclubs nest not long ago and organ-
ized thO British Baseball Association.
The next thing in order will be to
organire iediridisalt4clebs and it is
stated that a miei. of players who
have a practical knowledge of the
game is at hand. Just what John
, Bull will think of this latest at-
tempted invasion of his tight little
Ind it is impossible to sko. • if
'stems almost too radical a step to
substitute baseball, a brisk and hilar-
lious sport that can be played to a
finish in two lively hours, for the
Hitting Back.
"P.O you see that gentleman in the
big black tie and checkered jaricrtl"
said the meek little woman, as she
turned the corner. "Well, be is an ar-
tist. I would like so much for you W
have him paint your portrait"
"Indeed," replied the husband, who
always growls at the table; "Is he a
good artist!"
"Fiew-He-fs-kwoinr as--tbis best wttd
animal painter in the country."-Cht-
eago Journal.
Ms Mein Fault.
"But why should you worry about
your son?" said the incubator drum-
mer. "You said be was cut out for
something great?"
"That's just the trouble," sighed tha
old termer. "Be Is so slow that every
time he gets an opportunity somelsodt
Jumps ahead an' cute him out."-'Ohl-
Daily News.
Ohl
•
Bill-Congratulate me; I'm snage4
Jill-Why, I understood she rejects*
you?
"Nat on your life!"
"Didn't she say 'No?"
"She certainly did."
-
Went"
"Wits, I asked her if she could live
without toe."-Yentere Statesman.
Stampede.
Eltubb--Oreat Scott! Why are all
thou/ girls rushing like Indiana to the
belt counter!
Floorwalker-Why, there Is a special
sale of the latest novelty belts.
Stub'-Novelty?
Floorwalker-Yes; each•belt is made
to repreaent a masculine arm.--Chl-
,.:sa Daily siewis. Mo.
EAGLES AT CAIRO
HON. HAL S. CORBETT WAS
TO BE THE ORATOR OF
THE DAY.
Organizer May of the K. P. En-
. Dowment Rank Is in the City-
Meeting of Lodges.
Hon. Hal S. Corbett of this city
was to have been the orator of the
day at Cairo today, but it is doubt-
ful if he can fill his engagement on
aia,oulit -of iTTI/TOfTatiT-TegarTliiiiiiess
detaining him at Chhicago. The
Eagles held their memorial ceremon-
ies today and last week secured the
consent of the brilliant Paducah at-
torney to come down and officiate as
their main speaker. He accepted the
invitation, but urgent business de-
veloping since, carrying him to the
Windy City, he may not get back
to the Egyptian town in time to de-
liver a speech.
Endowment Rank.
Mr. May of Owensboro is in the
eity mixing with the Knights of
Pythias. He is the state organizer
of endownment ranks for this secret
order, and comes here to get addi-
tional members (of this department,
and look after oth'er business of this
nature. He will be in the city for
several days, having met with the
local lodge Monday evening at their
hall on Broadway near Fifth street.
Lodge'-Meetings.
This evening the Eagles hold their
weekly gathering in their hall on
Sixth and Broadway. Tomorrow
night Mangum lodge of Odel.Fellowa
meets, at the fraternity building on
Broadway, while Ingleside assembles
there the following evening. The
Mechanicsburg lodge of Odd Fellows
met last evening. The Elks meet
tomorrow evening on North Fourth
street, and the Red Men the night
following.
WHOLESALE ARRESTS
(Continued from Page One.)
every day of the week.
License Inspector Lehnhard called
upon the officials of the tarnival yes-
terday morning and informed them
that Acting Mayor 'Oscar Starks had
decided that they had, no legal right
to run this week, therefore they
would have to pay the license. The
officials told him they would not pay,
but for him to go and get warrants
for them, as they desired the matter
tested in the courts. believing they
were in the right. Mr. Lehnhad then
went before Judge Sanders and had
issued the warrant which is for yes-
terday alone, and if the court decides
a violation of the law has been com-
mitted, warrants will be. issued for
every day this week that the attrac-
tions display without the necessary
license.
Yesterday the carnival people
wanted, Acting Mayor Starks to call
the aldermanic board together last
evening so that municipal legislative
body could confirnt what the council
(li8 Monday night, in voting to per-
mit the carnival to continue through-
not this week without paying any
license. ',Scatty business men and
others asking the acting mayor not
to do this, and objecting in the
festival going on for six more days,
Mr. Starks refused to grant the re-
quest for the called session.
It will be noticed that both in the
police court and magistrates court
the warrants gotten out are set 
for
trial on Friday. it looks to a 
man
up the tree aa if time is being 
given
the carnival people to lay their 
re-
quest before the aldermen Thursd
ay
nOgirt for their exemption, before 
the
trial of the warrants is given.
CAFIRIED BOMB.
•••••••mi•INI
MAN WHO ATTEMPTED TO AS-
SASSINATE GOV. GEN.
DOVBASOFF.
..411f17,947;
''"4, •
Yrnee Shirinsky •Shakmaloff; • Min-
istei-, af War, General, Rudiger . Min-
igolf. of M'arine, Vice Admiral
1Triileff.
Buckshot for the Burglar.
, (New York Sun.)
A lone Indiana woman settled the
problem of what to do with a man
discovered under the bed by getting
a double-barreled shotgun, odering
him Out and filling his legs with
buckshot. The story would be morc
impressive if the resourceful woman
had been a spinster.% Marriage seems
to invest a woman with daring un-
known to her single sister. No burg-
lar was ever afraid of an old maid.
GENERAL RIOT
•.IN WEST IbiDES.
Consul Advises That Mob Rule Pre-
vails-Caused By Elections.
.•
Washington, May 8.--Guadaloupe
French West Indies ,is under mob
rulea, 'aeeording to a dispatch re-
ceived a," the state ,department Mon-
day train G. Jarvis Bowes, the
American Comm! at that point. His
dispatth says that the mob is in con-
trol aud the authorities are unabl,
to restrain it.
Ejection troubles are the causes of
the disturbance. For several weeks
there has been rioting, which is sup-
polled; to ahve come to a head Sun-
day, sahich was election day. While
there Are few Americans at the place,
large 'quantities of American goods
are stpred there.
Sends War Vessel.
Watihington, May 8.-At the re-
quest of the state department, the
navy department has ordered Com-
mander Wm. H. H. Southerland, the
senior:officer in comamnd of the
fleet'at San Domingg,to send a war-
ship at once to Guiaaloupe to to
pt-otest American interests from the
rioters. The sailing from San Do-
mingo to Guadaloupe is not more
than twenty-four hours.
INTERESTING ITEMS.
Canada', bank deposits have more
than doubled in the last seven years.
Charles W. Morse, the ice king,
has decided to erect a $3.cio0,00n pal-
ace in Fifth avenue, New York. "Ilse
total value of the land, house and
furnishings will amount to approxi-
mately $5,sion,000.
The Mid-Surrey (England) Golf
club has forbidden its members to
play bridge whist on Sundays. This
not a religious measure. It was
found that bridge playing "inter-
flared with golf."
Sir William Crookes, the British1
scientift was ,one of the earliest
amate4r photographers, eagerly ex-
perimenting with the camera as long
ago as 1855. In those early days he
was always saying to his wife "Sit."
And she used to reply: "It sounds
like a hcu."
Thei French people are the great-
eckiatimers of cheap wine in the
world. It is used more generally
than milk in the United 'States. Even
the little children drink tt. The pub-
lic schools give it to the pupils. The
servants insist on Me daily allow-
ance fot wine.
A Ftsisian woman has established
an agency for the supply of, brides-
maids to prospective brides whO arc
in need of such attendance. As the
same girls in the same (tresses take
part in many different bridals, a fee
cf a sovereign for each girl is con.-
sidered sifficient.
List of new subscribers added by
the East Tennessee Telephone coin-
pany today:
,,-'T'47511 1
THE LIGHT PLANT
THE STREET ARCS WILL BE
OUT ALL OF THIS
WEEK.
Large Crack Found in the Brick
Walls Supporting the Boilers
-Rewinding Armatures.
Superintendent Kebblei- of the city's
electric lighting plant yesterday said
that in tearing own the old brick
Walls on which stood the powerhouse
boilers -they --femtel---s---eraelc-
eral inches' wide in the rear trick
They did not know the crack existed
and if the wall had not ben torn
down and new one started the prob-
abilities are the weight of the im-
mense boilers would have crushed the
wall n a short time.
• The plant has to be shut down
while the repairs are 'being made.
The boilers were cooled off, taken
down from the brick walls which are
several fet and now new brick
are being laid. In addition to this
work the superintendent has the em-
ployes at work' rewinding some arma-
tures that have been 'burned out,
while some repairing is being done to
all of the machinery, which is in pret-
ty ball condition. •
Contractor Augustus is laying the
new brick work for the boiler pillars
and it is believeê everything will be
ready by the last of this week for the
plant to be started up again. The
citizens are not suffering by reason of
the powerhouse shutting down, as
moonlight nights are now prevtilent
and furnish brilliancy sufficient for
pedestrian's until an early morning
hour.
Heart of Rameses II. Found,
A recent issue of the committees
Rendus of the Paris Academy con-
tains an account of the successful
identification of the heart of
Rameses II., the Sesostria of the
. -.4••••••••.+114.
since !apt. At Sif IA; ipda and resinuld
autisentina 0'1f l
. •
Some inonth4 alio the council of
the National Museum of the. Louvre
acquired possession • of the four
vases in blue enamel which contain
the viscera and heart of Ramoses II.,
and bear large medOtion-s, represent-
ing the names :hod attributes of the
king.
The fourth vase, which was fitted
with a lid or covor adorned with the
head of 'a jackal, priived to contain
the heart: This organ was found
tiansformed into a kind of oval plate
Light centimetrei long and four -eels-
timetrts wide. ,The substance of the
heart was hornlike, and the saw had
to be used to cut it
Under the micrscope these sec-
s-- gave-titinTlat alcal5te --eft& n ce
the muscular fibres peculiar to the
heart, especially' characterized by
being arranged in bundles of such
fibres, crossing each other. Since
this special moscular arrangement is
not found in any other_ part of the
body exceptotise7ste4ifite, and as the
mummy of 1ZairissaeldA: which is
preserved in Caii1M-••-coittains the
tongue intact, the-experts have no-
r!oubt whatever( that obe. vase actual-
ly contained the heart of Rameses
flattened and transformed isto
hornlike substance by. itsr "long so-
journ in the soda preservative.
King Reoneses II,•diet 1258 years
before Christian era, and,lkence vane
3164 years have elaesed, since his
heart Was • first embainted.-7-New
York Times. .......
Wires were down on.. the, telegraph.
line near Victoria Falls the other
day. A herd of giraffes .bad, got their
necks entangled in the wires at
Itundhla and pulled down a mile of
them.
The Natal government will pay
$2.5oo for thhe head of Bambata, the
rebellious Zulu chief. It is stated
that this handsome offer has made
"even the lukewarm chiefs less in-
different."
Calais, France, semis $6,coo,000 of
laces to the United States every
Greeks, after having been preserved year.
GREAT SALE
WALL PAPER STORE
Moved to 315 Broadway
WE ARE NOW SHOWING THE BEIST VALUES IN WALL
PA-
PER THAT HAS EVER BEEN 0 FFERED.
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE BARGAINS WE HAVE TO
OFFER YOU.
t:=11132:11=======
For the next few days Wallpa-
per that is usually sold elsewhere
at 20 cents per roll, we will sell for
15c per roll.
. Paper usually sold at roc we will
sell for Sc,
....Paper usually sold at 8c we will
sell at 5c.
We carry a large and complete
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
and Window Shades in all colors.
A large line of roofing and build-
ing papers, canvass and tacks.
tratuol4sasst
C. C. LEE. 315 hay.
It 5.-It turns out that
the man who attempted yesterday 
to
assassinate Governor General Dou-
basoff was a revolutionist disguised
as a naval officer, which enabled him
to approach the palabe without creat
-
inigtispic ion.catried the bomb in a candy
box, ,and had a falst passport 
in
%Nell his name was given as Metz
,
which proved his connection with th
e
three' revolutionists who were k
illed
by the explosion of a bomb in their
root& on Saturday last, that being 
the
name under w'hich the apartment 
oc-
eupied by the revolutionists was 
rtnt-
ed.
New Russian Cabinet.
St. Petersburg, My 8.--The new
Russian cabinet has been completed,
and will be announced by an im-
perial ukase tomorrow as foffows:
Primier, M. Goremykin; Minister
of the Interior, M. Stolypin; Minis
-
ter of Foreign Affairs, Baron iswol,
sky; Minister of Finance, M. Kokov-
soff; MInister of Eatteation, M.
Kauffman; Minister of Agriculture,
M. 
stichinocw: Minister of coro_ie
omical recitations and songs An
'Tierce, M. Rukloff: Controller dl the •
FMnire. M von Schwaneback; Pro./
sitrator General of the }Icily Synod.
It's Up to You!
Remember it's free. See
this machine. Read our
offer----A natural tone
talking and pinging
machine Free
Call at ou rotors and bear the
specially prepared Records of Bands
and other Instrumental Music, Songs,
Stories, Recitations, and mare your-
self that this is the best offered. You
Buy only the Records.
STANDARD TALKING
MACHINE RECORDS ARE
FAMOUS FOR THEIR TONE
AND QUALITY.
As a home entertainer it has no
equar The best talent in the coun-
try is brought right to your fire-
side to while away evenings with
ir.proMptu dance may be gotten tra
at a moment's notice and here you
have the best orchestra of the coun-
try to play the dance music. Or you
may .wish to leadn a song and %)sat
bitter instructor can you have than
one of the Peerless singers to phrase
a sotig over and over again if need
be. The possibilities of this wonder-
ful little machine for instruction and
amusement are endless.
This Grapropnone represents one.
of the latest achievements of •the
rgest and best equipped Talking
Machine Industry in the world.
Therefore its reproduction will sur-
prise and delight the most exacting
listener.
The equipment cbnaists of 16-inch
MIDLER* LYDON
p.
enamel Steel Horn with large ampli-
fying Bell. and Brass Detachable
Horn Connection.
Detachable Horn Supporting Arm,
Aluminum SvAnging Arm-
Noiseless and perfectly construe-
te d hl 
Oil tempered bearings that will
last a lifetime-
Ab adjustable Speed' Screw-
. indestructable Natural Tone Sound
Mope, etc.
One Standard Talking Machine
Free to Every Customer whose Cash
Purchases amount to
See and hear this wonderful instru-
ment and learn how eisily you can
obtain one free.
Paducah, Kentucky
•
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ADMINISTRATOR FALL OF A VETERABB An Old Will Found In Bride's Garter
BY G. H. NORTHOBOIT. •
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J E COULt-40 \,.,
S. D. LEE QUALIFIED YES
TERDAY AND TOOK
CHARGE.
Pineule Medicine Company Sued W
H. Ashby For Money on Ac-
count—Deods Recorded.
Yesterday in the county court S.
D. Lee qualified as administrator of
-the estate of the late F. H. Allison.
Sued on Account.
In the quarterly court yesterday
• the Pineule Medicine company of
Chicago- filed sisitsioe --c-olless-ion —of,
129.16 claimed due from W. H. Ash-
by, for medicines plaintiff sold de-
fendant.
Property Sold.
Henry Beyer sold property on
Beyer avenue in Arcadia to W. F.
Bradshaw for $1.300, and the deed
was lodged yesterday with the coun-
ty clerk.
Property in the vicinity of the
New Liberty church out in the
county has been bought by T. L.
Hsrper from T. E. Anderson aiiJ
,wife for $600.
Gip Husbands sold to D. W. Riley
for $400, property lying oh • Hus-
bands street.
K. D. Snell. transferred to Edgar
\V. Whittemore for $1 and othes
considerations, property in Whitte-
-more's addition.
. Ella Payne sold to J. C. Rives
for $400, property lying out on th2
Paducah and Wilmington road in
the county.
Sallie E. Sanders transferred to M.
A. Southerland for $4.25. property
lying in Mlelber, in the comity.
For $525 Melber property was
sold by M. A. Southerland to I. G.
Otey.
William Lehnard transferred to
Mary A. Lehnard for $i and other
-considerations, property on Third
near Elizabeth street.
ATTACKS SOCIALIST DREAM
Speaker Declares State Monopoply
Is No Remedy for Conditions.
Chicago, May 8.—After denounc-
ing in unmeasured terms the present
method of regarding the acquisition
of money and power as the test of
success, Jacob Le Rosky attacked
the scheme of the socialists as an
istangible dream at the meeting of
the Spencer Whitman center in the
Masonic Temple Sunday night. The
ideal of democracy which the speak-
In brought forward was that of the
highest individual power and de-
velopment in the things that built
up the character rather than the
mere jeputation of a man.
The fact that he Characterized the
heaping up of money as the "build-
ing of huge funeral monument under
which is buried the real worth and
all the qualities which makes life
complete" was not radical enough
and several speakers, including Ben
Zendicks and Mrs. Foreburge, took
him to task for not showing that the
only remedy was the reign of social-
ism. It was in the reply made at
the close of the meeting that the
denounciation of socialism was made.
"While it is true that while the
poor man today has his ballot, while
the rich man has his ballot, plus the
churches, plus the legislatures and
public opinion, still I can not see
that the programme of socialism will
be effective," asserted Mr. Le, Bosky
'Today when I feel oppressed I can
cry out for the rights given to the
citizen under the constitution. but
tinder the scheme whereby the goy-
-eminent shall own the means and
tools of production and distribution
':hen I cry out against injustice I
Tan' be held for treason. It would
IT state monopoly and all the temp-
tations which exist under private
monopoly would exist then, hut there
would be no government to say
them criy Thsy
crrnient."
A Whistler Story.
A new story of Whistler is re-
-col-civil. The artist and a friend .went
for a walk ahing the Thames em-
bankment one wonderfully starry
might! Whistler had been in a vAty
•disteintented mood all day, and in-
clined to find fault with everything.
Nothing pleased him/ the .houses
were ugly, the rivr not what it
might have been, the l*hts hard and
glaring. His friend pornted out seve-
ral things that appealed to him is
beautiful, but the master would. not
:give in.
"No," he said, "nature is only
ssornetimes beautiful, only sometimes,
very, very seldom, indeed, and to-
night she is, as often, positively
ugly." I
"But the stars! Surely %they are
fine tonight!" urged the other.
Vlihistler looked up at -the sky.
"Yes," be drawled, "they're not
bad, perhaps; but my dear fellow,
?there's too many.,of them.
• He was k.lown as "Thoughtful Tem.,
kins" anion7; his acquaintances; his in.
tlmates cal d him "T. T." Thus does
friendship aSSISt to longevity. And ha
cause the sobriquet were not inappro:
priate, he f At embarrassingly out of
place at tit • subtoban ball, where he
first met h 'r. She seemed most be.
wilderingly beautiful to the tall, she
Youth, as h leaned against a pillar,
his moist hinds clasped behind him.
That uight Cupid was in form; no Boo;
end shaft W.. 3 needed..
After weds of fruitless searching he
met her ag• M. With a patience
worthy of tl'a best of causes he had
tried to find her unaided. But he only
knew her as the most beautiful girl
in London; so his quest was a trifle
difficult. At icagth, with many blushes,
he turned to the friend who had first
Introduced them and promptly see-tired
a clew.
"Oh. she's i a tea strop somewhere
In the city!"
Then be h course of teas and
lunches ext.( over 'a wide area;
Faint, yet pt essing, he sat down on r
spring evening at one of the familial
species of marble-topped tables, and
from behind him there approached the
whitc-capped vest...i who served that
particular altar.
"Good evening, Mr. Tomkbut! What
may I get you?"
Yes, it was she; and he could only
gasp and stammer.
"Oh, Miss Bell! Ilow delighted I mai
to see you again! I've bsen wond 
if I ever should. In fact, I've
eg
looking for you everywhere!"
-
"Have you, really! How nice!" ;
"Yes, that's just how I feel! Good
heavens, I think you look better in
Slack than anything!"
"Don't be silly! Shall I get you some
tear
"Tea? Oh, yes! I hadn't thought
of that. Of course, tea and toast"
Thus began an evolution in Latimer*
that was both swift and interesting to
the onlookers, and of deep lraportanoe
to at least one of those concerned.
Every evening be came and each tteao
stayed longer. But always and only
ti tea.
"Why don't you come to lunch?" she
asked him one day.
"Oh, I can't very well!"
"But it isn't far from your offieer
"Oh. ne; quite near! About *vs
minutes' walk."
"I suppose you like somewhere else
better. Tiger's Is only good enough
for tea? I see!"
"Really, no! it's not that at all!"
9 euPPorie you do have lunch?"
"Oh, regularly!"
"Well. come bore. We have vary;
nice joints and things, and this table
Isn't always full. That is, of auras, 215
you care for me to wait upon your
Poor Tom/tins! That look sad It
piece of marlin nearly finished trim. RS
had to clasp her hand before he could*
reply.
"Whinie, you know it's not that"
"Well, why don't you comer
And her smile defied him to give •
sensible reason.
"Look here," he answered, "yea
come off early to-morrow night, deal
your'
"Yea"
"Meet me at the corner of Chancery
lane and let us go for a walk togetle;
err? De, Winnie." he continued in a
whisper, "then I'll tall you why I
cliin't came to lunch."
She had never been to Flampetead/
Heath before, and It had been epeciallyl
arranged for her to get a good impres-
sion of it that even/no. Who would
dream she was a waitress, thonotit
Tompkins as he stepped proudly along
at her aide, trembilng every time their
elbows touched? She seemed to his
Imaginatioa a goddess in modern Earth,
swaged from the fragrant wood that
loomed before them in the spring tie/.
light.
"I promised to tell you—"
"Year +
"To tell you—about—why, I mean, I
don't come to lunch!"
"Don't if you had rather not, you
know. It doesn't matter in the least."
"But I .want to. Shall we sit downr
The 1;in,l'y shadows veiled their rest.
ing place and only the spring brews
heard.
"I've always been a queer fellow, I
believe," he began, "serious and shy;
what some chaps call 'goody-goody.'
I'm not really, you know. I'm very
fond of sport and do a lot of cytlIng."
"I love cycling!" she interpoleted.
"I'm what they e.all a fellow with no-
tions. I suppose Ws because I read
a good deal. And I believe we don't
oecTproperly.n
"What do you mean?"
"That le—I mean—we might to eat
more fruit and nuts and that sort of
thing. In fact,' tin a vegetarian,
and—"
But her silvery laugh cut short his
exailanatfen.
"Oh, Jack, you silly boy! Is that
all? What rubblaht But I am glad!
I was afraid--
"What? 'What wore you afraid of,
WInnler
"I was afraid—ft--was some one
"Oh, Winnie! Sone one else?
Never!"
His arm stole round her waist and
drew her toward him. Their hands
were tightly clasped. AM—yes, her
lips were perfect.
Next day she triumphastly placed
before him a full man's portion of
"(oast beef and Yorkshire." The cher-
'•shed theory was exploded. Adam had
suecutobed.—London Opinion.
Preiltable Mistake,
She—Sorro people ')rot by the mis-
takes of others.
He—'tee;like the minister who got a
fee for marrying us.—Chicago Journal,
1 Montreal, May 8.—A will drawn 'his mother on her death bed tellingby Jules Chambord seventy years him to present it to his bride-elect,
.go has been found in a garter worn
by his bride,, and subsequently used
by his family or descendants on their
wedding days. The garter was made
in France, and was worn several
times before it came into the posses-
sion of Chamford.
and enjoin her to wear it on her wed.
sling day, as it would bring luck.
This he promised to do.
Henry eventually became engaged
to Marie St. Gabriel, of his native
village, and on the day they were to
be married gave the garter to her.
In appearance it looked much like a
At the time Ghamford was married bracelet, only wider than IS common-
lie owned a little_pyoperty, which he ly worn. It was made of a heavy
sgreed to leave cispitis wife in the silver band with a gold buckle, to
event of his death. It was known which it was attached by a double
that he drew a will, but when he died hinge, wedding it was no-
in 1831, the document could not be hinge
found; and the property- was equally
divided between the widow and two
children, Henry and Margusrite.
The widow died two years after her
luzgaans1 danghterslour -.seats
later. Henry married and was the
father of four children. Jules. the
oldest, married a woman named La-
sorte and settled in L'Anse du Foirs
on the Sanguenay river.
The issue, of this marriage wa- s,ix
children, all of whons died esc
Henry. Smallpox was the cause.
Henry was handed down the g;rter,
ept
To
After the
ticed that thhe had been
sprung and the garter was sent to a
Montreal jeweler to be repaired. It
was thejeweler who discovered the
will.
in -removing. --the platinum -pin-
which held the buckle an inner rim
of the garter slipped from its place
and the document a thin parchment,
was disclosed. The writing was still
legible and the will carried out the
promise of Jules Chambord to leave
al' his property to his wife. As noth-
ing remains of the ,property, the will
is, of course, valueless.
American Multimillionaires
To Subscribe $400,000,000
To Rebuild San Francisco
r;
New Yoria, May 8.—Headed by
John D. Rockefeller, it is said, a num-
ber of American multimillionaires
were represented at a meeting ii the
office of the United; States Reality
company, at which preliminary plans
were mode to form a gig-arktic com-
pany for the rebuilding of San Fran-
cisco.
Among those at the meeting were
Senator Francis Newlands, of Ne-
vada, who owns a controlling interest
in the Palace Hotel: President If. S.
Black, of the United Reality and
Construction company; Thoma- A,
Magee, of the San Francisco Relief
Fund Association; W. K. Lane, of
San Frascisco,
Senator Newlands and Frank A.
Vanderlip, of the National City Bank,
represented the Rockefeller interests.
According to the tentative program-
me, at least $25o.000,ono will be sub-
scribed by backsrs of the colossal
cisclertakhig. As Senator Newlands
and his San Francisco confesses ad-
m4test, however, the actual kum in-
volved may reach $350,000,000 or
$soo,000,000 before a new San Fran-
cisco rises from the asher.
Never in the history of this country
has such a stupendous enterprise bees
undertaken by private individuals.
Thai' the programme, which embraces
practically the entire resurrection of
the destroyed arca, will be carried
out, is assured by the immense wealth
and credit of its authors.
MRS. CASSIE CHADWICK
THREATENS TO TELL THINGS
Mrs. Cassie Chadwick is aggrieved
at what she terms an unmerciful
public, and she is preparing a state-
ment of her transaction, says a
Columbus, 0., telegram. She in-
tends to drag into the limelight at-
torneys, bankers, business men and
others who stood willing to share
the profits but take none of the
blame or burden which she has been
iorced to carry. She said recently -
"There have been so many false
statements and unfounded reports
circulated about me that I have con-
cluded that the time has come for
me to make a full statement to the
iress for publiesrtion.
"I will clear up the mystery of my
case and give my side of thc affair..
Every person connected with my
transactions, including bankers, at-
torneys and business mtn. *ill be
made known."
The London Express asks the
question apropos of earthquakes, etc
"Is the earth becoming unsafe)"
Right Here in This Store You Find
the Biggest Values Ever Shown in
Paducah for the Money in
Oultars, Violins, Mandolins,
Guitars from $1.25 to $15.00.
Violins from $3.50 to $17.50.
Gufland Wire Strings for all Instruments at Cut Prices
Harbour's Book Department.
224 Broadway
uPIIl'HflflIHUlt'It"t?'D- Ls
First-Class
Watch Work
BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reasonable.
J. J. Bleidt,
• 
PADUCAH, KY.
Do Not Be Has
In making a selectiOn for a corn rnencement gift or a wedding present
let us call your attention to a few n ew things we have. You must see our
beautiful line of
Niagara Falls Cut Glass
our perfect line of
High Art Hand Painted China
Some new designs in a #ERN D ISH. See the assortment we havein Fancy Sterling silver piriceo--ou r prices spiecial for May—Silver
plated work at 1/2 price in knives f orks, and spoons,
Engraving free on each peice. Call early for choice of selection.
Eyes Tested Free. i. A. Konetzka
'
EYE-SEE Jewelry & Optical Co. Jeweler and Optician.
ilioectildwaY•guthries Old Stand.
7 ,:11
III LO
Steam and Dot Water fleating,
Phone 133. 529 Broadway.
INSURE
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency 
.
1
Office' 306. Broadway Phones:0race 385—Residence 1696
 ..imr!!!!!'!"' 
Subscribe For The Register
A Good Bicycle
is equivilent to a horse ready saddled and bridled at your doer, with
spirits as high as your own, and and sensetively responsive to pross
sure of foot and touch of hand.
T e "Tribune," ,"Rambler," "Monarch"
. and "Imperial" Bicydes
are still in the lead. The Peer of the cycle builders art.. Easy run-
ning and speedy.
If in the market for a wheel it will pay you to see our fins. We
can save you money. Bicycles Sts,co up.
Cheapest stock of tires bells pumps saddles, etc., in the city. Ste
the great King Bee tire. Thick wearing sarfoel, for hea
vv riders.
Repair deportment in charge of expert cycle machinists.
"Old wheels taken in exchange." EASY PAYMENTS.
THE OLD RELIABLE,
WILLIAMS BICYCLE COMPANY,
196 and sat North Fifth Street. Next to Kentucky Theatre.
We are now open
for business at
121423 N.
;Fourth St.
FOREMANBROS.
Novelty Works.
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE, )
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL ET/4 7-'4.. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM EMI/
1110PITHIN PAYMENf-LOTS FOR urfErrwrrr. warrant
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE UST
FREE TO EVERYBODY, SEND FOR IT.
Ir.DG*R W. WIIIITTEMOBLIK. Peuivikvo•
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, 'Life, Liability. Steampoller-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. 
- Residence Phone 726
J. W. HUGHES
'
.GENERAL INSURANCE 7
—116 FraternityrAuildijs
Office Phone, 484-Al
Residence Phone, 323
"•.•'"•••••'••••••••••••, ••• ••••••, •-••• •••••••• 
•••••1
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"Later I began a vast
matic exploration of the
00.:ed no names. .It was enough that
the pavements were full of white
4 men and women, the streets clanging
with traffic and that the restful roa•
of a great city rang in my ears. The
cable cars glided to all points of the
compass. I took them one by one
entil I could go on farther. San
Francisco has been pitched down on
the sand bunkers of the ,Bikaneer
desert. About one-fourth of it is
g•.,und reclaimed from the sea. Any
old-timer will tell ipou about Mat.
'I he remainder is ragged, unthrifty
sand hills, pegged down by houses.
"From an English point of view,
there has not been the least attempt
at grading those hills, and indeed
you might as well try to grade the
t hillocks of Sind. The cable cars have
for all practical purposes made San
I e Francisco a dead level. They take
nso .count of rise, -or fall, but _glide
equably on their appointed Courses
from one cud to the other of a six-
mile street They turn corners al-
most at right angles. cross other
lides, and, for aught I know, may
run up the sides of the houses. There
is no visible agency of their flight,
Waste ist a 'while you shall 'pass-
.
five-storied building humming with
machinery, that winds up an ever-
lasting wire cable, and the initiated
will tell you that here is the me-'
chasism. I gave up asking .ques-
t• . If it pleases Providence to
make a car, run up and down a slit
iii the griiand for many miles., and
it for two pence, ball penny I can
1:de in that car, why shall I seen tho
r
ations of the Attack ?
"Night over the Pacific. anti
the !white sea idg whipped throughli
the streets, dimming the splendears
Ithe electric lights. It is the tine 01
I achy, her men and worms, to
tiara& between the hours of R and
Ion a certain •street Asulled .Kearney
istreet, where the finest shops are
'nituated. Here the click of heels on
'be essrvement ,is londast, here :the
;lights are brightest and the thunder
lot the traffic is twist overwhelming.
tl watched piling California and saw
that it waif at least expeneinerY
dressed cheerful in matemer and self
•asserti4,{ in cesaversatios Also film
women are very fair/ The maidens
were of generous build. Earge, wer•
groomel and attired in raiment that
-seven to ...my inesop,rieocesi oye e roost 
you spin forever 'down the ritiging
groves of change' (there is no small
change, by the way, west of the
itockies), as long as money lasts.
They make greatly and they spend
lavishly; not only the rich, but the
artisans, who pay nearly .£5 for a
suit of clothes and for other luxuries
in proportion. The young ;nen re-
joice in the days of their youth.
'They gamble, yacht race, enjoy prize
'fights and cock fights-the one open-
ly, the other in secret; they estab-
MI luxurious clubs; they break
shemseive.s- twee home- -flesh -
other things, and they are instant in
quarrel. At twenty they are expe:ri-
enced in business, embark in vas en-
teiprises, take partners as experi-
enced as themselves, and go to
pieces with as much splendor as
their neighbors. Remember that the
men who stocked California in the
fifties were physically, and as far
as regards certain tough virtues, the
rick of the ftrth. The inept and the
weakly died en route or went under
in the days of construction. To this
nucleus were added all the races of
the continent. The result you shall
see in large-boned, deep-chested,
delicate-handed women, and long,
elastic, well-built boys. It needs no
little golden badge swinging from
•hts watch chain to mark the native
son of ,the Golden West--the coun-
tiy-bred of California. Him I love
Rudyard Kiplings Impressions
A Matter of Willa.
They were discussing the things
which help a man to obtain success in
of San Francisco People the world, when one you
ng man said:
"There's aothing like force of charge-
(Nevi York Tribune.)
Rudyard Kipling was in San Fran-
cisco in 1889. Two chapters in
"From Sea to Sea" are devoted to
descriptions and impressions of the
city and its people. From these
chapters the following extracts are
taken:
esiarv.'
Serene, indifferent of Fate,
Thou sittest at the Western Gate;
Thou seest the white seas strike tbeir
tents,
—CLWardet of- Two. Coosiiientsv
hou drawest all things, small or
great,
To thee, beside the Western Gate.
"This is what Bret Harte has writ•
ten of the great city of San Fran-
tic°, and for he last fortnight I have
been wondering what made him .do
it. There is neither serenity nor in-
difference to be found in these parts,
and evil would it be for 04 conti-
nent whose wardship were intrusted
Ii, so reckless a guardian. Behold
me pitched neck and crop from
twenty days of the high seas
the whirl of California, deprived Of
any guidance and left to draw my
own conclusions. Protect me from
the wrath of our outraged commun-
ity if these letters be ever read by
American eyes. San Francisco is a
mad city, inhabited for the most part
by perfectly insane people, whose Eecanse he 
is devoid of fear, carries
women are of a remarkable beauty. himself like a ma
n and has a heart
as big as his boots. I fancy, too,
he knows how to enjoy the blessings
but syste of life that this world so abundantly
streets. I bestows upon him."
A Great Oversight.
The. long-haired man on the street
car with ink on his fingers and a
professional look to his face had been
shaking his head and maturing to
himself for three or four minutes,
when the man on his right corerisa of
him.
"Hope you are not gonsing tto be
ill, or anything."
all right, as far as health is
concerned," was the reply. 'but I say
it was an oversight-ageism over-
sight:"
"What do you mean?"
"You have heard of -Pliny, of
course?"
"1911, yes."
"What was his first irrme? Was it
Charles, Henry. James. 'Peter, or
what? I ckfy you to tell -me his first
name."
"By George, whatii blunder!"
gasped the other. "He rtrutt have had
a front name, but as you says what was
it I don't believe that •it was Jim
Joe or Sam. I never heard it was
Tont Jake or Bill. Yon sire a profes-
sor, I take it?"
ft am, and my basintsa•is to be ac-
curate in historical fart. Just Pliny
-old Pliny. No front rnerne. Got to
'Ilene). Pliny,' or not hello at all.
Oversight, sir-a very grave over-
sight. I don't know" what we are
going to tin about it.
The other looked anxients for a mo-
ment and hitched around an his scat
and -Shen said:
"Strikes toe that the best, thing to
do is drop off and get a glass of bezr
and talk things over."
And they dropped off together.-
yor K ERE-Nashville Banner.
He Was "Stove Up."
Charlie Witt, one of the workmen
engaged in painting. Mr. Green
Champlin's house on any street, had
fall yesterday moaning. While
standing on a ladder painting a gable
:-•nd holding to one ol the brakets
to balance himself when making a
long reach with his right hand. the
bracket Agave way and Witt fell to
I hi ground. a distance of about forty
feet. The painter turned a somer-
sault and struck the ground, landing
on his feet. How, he rniesed falling
en the fence is a snYsterry, as th
e
fence runs within about two and a
half feet of the end of the 'house
• have cost Mirth. Kearnr) street at badly stov
e up
• 
4 .9 o'clock levels all distaiiiiion of 
though no bones
-rank as impartially as the grave. he
 several Says
table to go to w
"Reckletwiness in the air. I can't! vine K
entuckian.
•exilsain Where it comes horn. hut
• 
-there it is. The roaring winds of
-the 'Pacific make you drinik in begin
'with. The aggrecsive luxury on all
Aides helps out the intoxication, and
EXCURSION
lk. Leek and Mennesses Inver
it 01411/11671/4-the cbsopaell ded
essss it vif Psiatelik
$8.00 for the Ror
Trip to lefirtssee rive
and return. -
;-
by his fall, and
were brolaen, it will
before be will he
ork again-Mopkins •
ideterial lpr a Crary Wilt.
(Kansas City Times.)
`'My wife is making a crazy quilt
trod I'm on the loolcont for
patches." A clindtictor on a Chelsea
peek ear was 'lied eannich to Imam
that explanation as he clipped off a
couple inches qf A pa,sreit flow-
ing necktie with a sharp pocket
knife,, and the ipassenger, a mast
meek, Accommodating passenger jaat
laughed. guess that's a good
way to get crazy quilt material, but
it's a little -ah-hard on neckties."
he said eautiousty, "I've touched
about twenty4ive• of the -boys that
way,", continued the ocindtictor, "T
many weer theee stiney little bow
ties though. I can't get any action
It la a trip of pleistra, earsefeet A'S diem."
and rest; good service, g Nils " •
good rooms, ate. Boat, e• Mid 
Aaron Von Welsbach, discoverer
Weittoday and taeorday s ask 
of the in.fandeseent mantle has in-
vor or Information appity to jos witted criceve tr"Ivi . ;
riteelite
Kotler, superintendents Frank X, 
eas tip is ttlred on, n shower of
Wow; agent. rl• b ill
lant Iparks lights the gas.
ter. Now, there'll Hunks. He's sure
to make his way in the world. He's a
will of his own, you know."
"But Brown has something better
In his favor," argued his friend..
"What's that?"
"A will of his uncle's "-Tit-Bits.
Not. InHis.
"Do you think there are microbes
In kisses, Miss May?"
"I don't think there would be in you?
kisses."
"I-all-that's nice of you; let's-"
• "Microbes are said to possess Intel,
ligence and nothing intelligent lingers
where it Is apt to come Into contact
with_elgarettes."-Houston Post.
Health Hint.
The way for maid to keep wnetn,,,
When caught In a blizzard or starm.
Is to wear a big coat
Prom her toile to her threat.
Completely enwrapping her farm.
.--Houston Post
AFTER THZ HONEY/100N.
Mr. Newwed-f shall never, neve]
love another woman as I love you.
Mrs. Newwed-I should hope not.
Mr. Newwed-You needn't get is
sore about It. I guess I could if I
wanted to.-Cbleago Sun.
Able to Pay.
Club Man-Why didn't you recognize
Clarence Fastelapp when we met?
Sister-He has disgraced himself. I
was told that he was turned out of the'
Hightone club for not paying his dues
Club Man-That's a base slander. It
rag only for "conduct unbecoming a.
gentleman."-N. Y. World.
A Mistake.
Hisonner-You are charged wi*
breaking a chair over your wife's head
Prtsdner-lt was an accident, Ione
honor.
Hisonner-What? Didn't you ints.ne
to bit her!
Prisoner-Yes, but I didn't Intend tt
break the chalr.-Cleveland Leader.
Our Proud Bird.
"This is Indeed the age of caramel,
mallets," said the man of sentiments
"What makes you think so?"
"Rome of our statesmen never men
tioa the American eagle any mote and
are continually applauding the work of
the American hen."-Washington Star.
Why, of Omni..
"We are always striving to keep ou•
goods before the eyes of the public,' 
saidthe storekeeper.
"What Is yourltne?" asked the man
addressed.
"I'm in the eyeglass business."-Yon
hers Statesman.
• • 
Prank at Least.
"You haven't married monist to spite
somebody else, have you?" the heiress
asked, looking anxiously up into his hon-
est blue eyes
"No, dear.- he absently replied. "I
took you far your money alone."--Cas•
An Extraordinary Cow.
"When we go to live In the country
James, we must buy an extraordinary
cow.',
"An extraordinary cow? What for?"
"The doctor says that baby mustn't
be fed on ordinary cow's milk."-
Juage.
Weather Man's Difficulty.
"How are you coming on with your
new system of weather prediction"
"Well,- answered the prophet. cheer
11 'I can aiwars get theAind of weeth
-sr all right, butt haven't quite succeeded
lin hitting the dates exactly."-Tit-Bits
Otherwise Defined.
"I tear he yielded to the temptation
to enrich himself at the expense of the
policiholders."
"That wasn't a temptation.," regaled
the cold-blooded financier. "nut vat
an cpportunity."-Waabiagton Star.
Mad to -botch Up.
"I can't atm what mews Miss Yells.
Jed ails No irtindlY of lats."
eatehling up."
'Catch leg u p ?"
Mire remained ft for 11 'ease
glue know "---C1CVeland Leader.
Practical Jot's,ke.
.,illinwny-11 got a good joke on sister'.
Sot teller.
Tommy-What did yet dal
34intny-T mixed some quinine *Is
lerith Miter's Taw powdet%o-Cleveland
girder
One
trentoe-What's happened to $11?
lore? lie gees droand in rags.
Uptoa-He has stopped renting Wad
gone to beildlag-N. Y. Weekly,
' 
" 
• •
Orafton --My son is kerning life In'
suranee. •
4.4ievell-Wlsreii IredinT-Puta.
Tolling Rim About Xt.
"Charley, dear," said young Mrs. Tot• 6[1[ IHRou6t1
Irina, "I am very much afraid that your
Interest in sports is having a demoral-
izing influence on your grammar!",
He looked at her apprehensively.
•
you said they fielded well."
"Did I?" 
.youR comitsroNDENct
-When the home team won that ga .ms
"Yes. And of course what you meant
Charier, dear, was that they felt well,
wasn't it?"
Ss looked about in utter helplessness
and murmured:
"Of course."-Washington Star.
Beneficial Exercise.
Clara-t have not seen Mr. Nicatello
with you lately.
Maud-He is practicing at the boat
club.
"I did not know he cared for rowing."
"kb. &CMG. tQ_
please me."
"To please you?"
"Yes. I thought rowing would
strengthen his arms."-N. Y. Weekly.
The Wind-Up.
He-Hello, old man. I understand
that after graduating at Yale you
spent six years among the German
medical universities.
Him-And two in London,
He'-Well, well! I suppose you're
through with study now?
Hint-No; I'm just beglansing I
three walks' course on operating •
trolley car.--Chicago Bun
Sur* 11411.
01.11141.--We 11, you'll be losing your little
girl soon. See her out often with Young
Breathers.
Spinks-Oh, just a bey and girl
friendship- Won't come to anything.
Mine-Mal fool yourself. They spend
all their time looking In the windows of
furniture stores.-Chicago Sue.
Satisfied.
"Dtd you read my novel, Critlener
"Well. I read as far as the chaptes
where the hero was shot, and then I
quit" •
"Olit, but the hero recovers In the next
chapter"
"I was afraid he would. That's why
I quit.' -Cleveland Leader.
Still in the Land of the'Living.
Terrence McGraw-01 saw Norat.
O'Toole lasbt wake mid a black band cot
her ar-rum. Faith, an' 01 didn't know
she h&c', loaht her husband.
Pat McGinnie-Begobs! an' It mushi
be some other relative fer Oi joust met
her not an hour ago wld her eye Is
tritAirr.L11' "-J udge.
Exactly So.
What, then?" asked the professor, "is
the 'exact difference between logic and
sophistry?"
"Well,' replied the bright student, "It
you're engaged In controversy its just
the difference between your line of ergo.
meat and the other fellow's."-Phile
delphla Press.
Done with Labor.
"No. Innitt doesn't work at all now."
"You don't say? Why. when I knew
him he seemed to be a young man with
considerable push."
"All that's ebar.ged now, He's a
'young man with considerable pull,' ant'
doesn't have to work."-Philadilphis
Press.
Desirable Airs.
Miss Romanz--You don't appear tc
care mach for music. Don't you ever
like the Tumuli,- airs?"
Miss Hunter-No. The only populat
air with me is the nalllionalre."-Tit.
Bits.
Above the Seeing Line.
He-Did you get a good view froths
top of the mountain?
She-No; we could see nothing at all
We were 6,000 feet oho% e see level, rap
know.- Yonkers Statesman. 4
IF HOCK.
"Does your mother atilt keep summer
boarders?"
'Wall. she's got two that she ties she'll
iteavall winter it they don't pay apt"-
Washington Star.
It Harvest.
Now igaty farmers.
411illeid blithe,
tut at ure's coupons
Willh a scythe.
-PtIft .
A Han of His Word,
Mrs. Kt:deka-He tilted to say he
would go through thick and thin tot
her.
Mrs. Bocker-Well, his excuses are
both now.-N. Y. Sun.
Voice of Os* People.
"I hear that old Skinflint lute gat no
llgion."
"Hip he? He must have Mu across a
elianakto cheat somebody eles oat Of IL"
--itedord-Herald.
A Bamarkable 7suitum
like her BOBO.
WI eredlted:
"I know ft. It's never In the way
when you kiss her -Yoekers Stableie
*San.
BY USING THE
tlIttttt=====!::
"UNDERWOOD"
,TYPEWRIT[11
"Saves 25 per cent. of the Operator's.
Time which is your time.
Underwood Typewriter Co.,
241 Broadway, New York.
Main and Fourth Sts., Louisville.
CENT" wrftfwinF OVourolltig
1 
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BICYCLES, TIRES ancrigeNDU
- 
BELOW any other manufacturer or dealer in the world.
DO NOT stir A BICYCLE from asro..eSt asy price
Orr On as? kind of terms, until you have received our complete Free Casa?
tognes illustrating and citn...ibing every kind of high-grade and low-grads
Ucles, old patterns and latest models, and learn of our remarkable Ltl%
PRICES and wonderful new offers made possible by setting from factory
direct to rider with no middlemen's profits.
SW amp ON AP$101446 solhort oars/ *sear, Pay Wm Frakil mic
allow 10 Days Free Trial and make other liberal terms which no othet
house in the world will do. You will learn everything and get much Yalu
able information, by simply writing us a postal.
to make mone4tilittailteroung men who apply at once.
We need in every town and can offer as opportunits,
58 0 PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES N Y
Prlo•
*8.50 r pair. "'"
To Int roduoe
.80  $4880
We Will Sell NAILS. TACKS
You a Sample 
os BLASS
wperT LET
Pair for Only 00 THE AiN
(CA•H WITH WIDER 11114.88)
NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Result of is years experience in tire
making. No danger from THORNS. CAC-
TUS. PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.
Serious punctures, like intentional kn.' . uts, can
be vulcanized like any other tire.
Two Hundred Thousand pairs now In actual use. Over
Seventy-five Thousand pairs sold last par.
PEA Pal:.
Pfottoe the thick robber tread
and puncture stripe '
and -11," also rim strip •.14"
to prevent rim cutting. This
Uris will outlaat any other
snake
-SOFT, ELASTIC and
EASY ILIDLNO.
• 
weficfairclairqtrity of rubber, which never bet...tones porous and which closes up small puncturesMade in all Rises. ft ix lively and easy
 riding, very durable and lined inside
without si1k/v.1A5 the sir to escape. We have hubdreds of letters from satisfied customers stat
ing
that their tires have only beeinerimped upoiniee or twke in • whole season. They weig
h no more than
an ordinary tire, the puncture resisting qualities being given by several layers of
 thin, specially
prepared fabric on the tread. That "Wilding Back'. sensation commonly felt when ridin
g on asphalt
or soft roads is overcome by the patent -Basket Weave'. tread which prevents
 all air from being
*guessed out between the tire and the road thus overcoming all suction. The reg
ular price of them*
tires is pi so per pair, but for advertising purposirowe are mskin a special
 factory price to the ides*.
of oulg ge.lio per pair. All orders shipped name day letter to  We
 ship C.O.D. on approval.‘
Yon dh aot psy • cent until you have eamnined and found them strictly a
s represented.
We will albw • cash dismount of 3 percent (thereby making the price 54.115 per pair) if you 
send.
irtyLL CASH WITH ORDIK"t and enclose this advertisement. IFic will also,send
 one nickel
plated beam hand pump and ten Sampans metal puncture closers on bill paid orde
rs (these metal!
puncture closers to be used in cam of intentional k nit* cuts or henvygashes). Tires to be returni el
at OUR expense if for any reason they are not satisfactory on examinati
on.
We are perfectly reliable and money sent to as is at safe as in • bank. Ask your
 Posttnariter,
flanker, Repress or Freight Agent or the Editor of this paper about us. I
t you order • pair 1.1-
these tires, you will find that they will ride easier run faster, wear better, las
t longer and look
Soar thee any tire you have eve!. used or seen at any price. We know that you wil
l be so well plek.se/
that when you want a bicycle you will give,us yeisr order. We want you to *end 
us a small trial.
order at mice, hence this remarkable tire offer.
00ASTIER. BRAKES, 
betilt-uArboole. saddles, pedals, parts and repairs, aist,
everything in the bicycle line are sold by us at half thousuir,
prices charged by dealers and repair men. Write for our big SUNDRY catalogue.Do mor w but write sa a postal today. DO NOT THINK OF 1111HrutO a.bicycle or • pair of tires from anyone until you know the new an4
wonderful offers we are =Nikita.. It only costa • postal to sears everything. Wr
ite it NOW. ,
READ CYCLE 001IPANY, Dept. •"11 L" C !CABO. ILL;
Next to
.The most despised drudgery of hodsekeeping is the care of the
several fires and the sweeping up of the ashes and dust they pro-
duce. Unless, of course, yOu own a
Hot, Water or Steam System
Only ace fire then needed and no dust or asikcs in the living
rooms. Estimates free.
EdD.Hannati
Both Phones sox. 132 South Fourth as., 325 Kentucky Aoenzle.
Paducah Transfer Company
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery and and Monroe
And Household:Goods. Both 'Phone. I
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt,
(
to •
• V.
•
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them,
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should
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protect
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.___WANTS
.....,
... ,
HOTEL FOR RENT—Ready
,
iurnished lats-liMson Springs, write or
celephone. je H. Long, Hinson, Spgs.,
FOR RENT—Lower apartinents
of house 603 North Sixth street.
GEORGE RAW LEIGH.
WANTED—For U. 9. Army;
able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 21. andi 35; citizens of
United States, of good,dharacter
temperate habits, who can speak,
and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting offices,
Richmond House. Paducah, Ky.
ohe l
and
read
New
cot-
Tele-
FOR RENT—Two-five room
tages at 506-8 Ohio street.
phone old 135t.
FOR SALE—Osborne . mower and
hay rake: Chenp. Apply City Jailer
Thomas Esitts.
WANTED—Three neat appearing
men as salesmen. Write W. T.
Sumpter, at Princeton, Ky., for pas-
ticulars
LOST—On streets black umbrella
with wfiite border. Re turn to
-Register and get reward.
LOST—Brown Collie medium size
sharp pointed nose and a little ring
of white around the neck the dog
is a little shy in his actions. A re-
ign" di 111.111 In its fal111 Kam&
can Express company's office.
. FOR SALE—Six flo6r
All French glass plate.
round case. At bargain.
Illoadway.
show cases.
One front
Apply all
ROOM —Furnish eel room wanted,
within three blocks of Register office,
North of Broadway. C. care Register
LOST—bunch of keys. Return to
this office and be rewarded.
Payments During Four Weeks.
The Old Mutual Life of New York
paid during the four weeks of Feb-
ruary, 19°6, Se,000,000 in round num-
beak-, isiwillittli claims and matured en-
dowments to policy holders. No
other company can show a record ap-
proaching tbie. In the ,two essential
points of strength, assets and Burping
over alieiiabilities, the Mutual Life
stands first. Don't experiment with
-anythi new Of cheep bat eV; ,0
i iitA = 
J. M. QUINN, Dist Mgr.
1 yi. soir'Iptraternity Building
Riley & Cootes Cheat Offer.
,'We will for a i.:.c.:t time make you
sone dozen Platintint pictures mount-
ed in nice folder, for $5. This is the
belt 'Offer beet made by any studio in
thia city. All other photos at re-
sinced veleta. Call at our. studio and
see what we have to offer before
making, try engagetnents with as,
-Aber stodio. t ..
Photographically yours,
RILEY & COOK.
TitZe two little Spanish towns ofmoe an-d- San Felinde Guixols
-shipped more than 1.4,ocio,000 pounds
of &iris dust and shavings last year.
N. Soule's
Liver Capsules
for
Torpid Liver
and -
Malaria
PRIVATE !PLANT
MASONIC AND ODD FELLOWS
BUILDING COMPANY TO
FIGURE ON ONE.
Appoints a Committee to Investigate
the Matter and Also to Figuure
With Elks on Joint Plant.
The board of directors Of the
Masonic and Oidd Fellows Building
company, at its monthly meeting last
Msght appoirited a committee consist-
S' _Ade Beckenback and
Major J. A. Ash-Crait—to— as-certain
the cost of a small plant sufficient
to supply power and lights to the
Fraternity building, which is owned
by that 4ompeny.
One uf ti heaviest expenses of
tlf compans he power and light
account whieit runs from $1,200 to
$1,500 per annum. At the rear of
tite.building .is the Nailer room and
le it a plant will be installed. ,The
rear of She Frat.ruity bedding and
that of the EUes bbilding on Fifth
street almost meet, and if it is found
peasible, the Elks may join in the
ownership of the plant The step
has been contemplated ,by ,the coin-
te.ny for some time, but owing to
the fact that the Elks were to erect
7. building on an adjacent lot the
matter was deferred, but will now
taken up.
HAS JUST CAUSE TO FEEL
PROUD.
(Continued From Page One.)
the first grade to get their lesson
ready for the next recitation.
These representatives sent out by
Memphis all occupy resposible posi-
tions with the city schools there, and
the ideas they gather will be adopted
for use at that city, in helping to
build up the educational department.
Prof. Farrow has been residing at
Nlayfield but. goes fo Memphis to
take a chair, and while visiting the
different roortie 'at the Washington
building yesterday with Superintend-
ent Lieb he pronounced the methods
used here and the work resultant as
being first class and of a superior
nature in every respect.
The professors and teachers natur-
ally feel a parthinable pride to be
visited by educators from suck a
large city as Memphis wheie the
schools are famed all over the coun-
try foe their progressiveness, there-
fore it is an unusual compliment for
the professor to be sent here for
pointers.
Do not purge, but act gently
and thoroughly on liver and
lddneys. Ilsed in Paducah
for thirty years.
VIOLA ALLEN.
Played to a Packed Home At The
Kentucky Last Night
The largest audience of the sea-
son welcomed Miss Viola Allen in
"The Toast of The Town" last night
at The Kentucky, and this popular
and accomplished actress won new
friepds by her clever acting. The
support might have been better.
The eehicle used by Miss Allen
for the display of her talents ap-
pealed to many, but with others it
was too vague. M Betty Singleton
tire prime favorite of the Loedon
.stage, with a heart bubbling over
wit% love for all about her. Miss
Allen was most charming, but
when serious thought is
brought into play some people nod
too little in the man she marries to
justify the. devotion accorded him.
The first year of his married life he
too' drting to appreciate the rela-
tion; the separation occurs and after
a year of sobriety a reconciliation is
attempted with a confession from
1 int 'that duty drges it, but that she
never did occupy his heart; the
separation continues for another
'ear and just before the play closes
for takini her to his
cart arc to insignificant that many
witnesses of the play went home-
ward with admiration for Miss Allen
but not in a satisfactory state of
mind as to the play. Mrs. Pitt as
the dowager duchess rendered her
Tart in a most admirable manner.
The compaay is first 'class hut in
some parts room for improvement
I. W. WALKER. & SOb,
INCORIVIOTEDE .  la
eggighsts, INth abdi NNW.
Se* Phases tn. •
4
STATE COLLEGE
LOCATED BY
BOARD
BOWLING GREEN GETS ONE
AND RICHMOND THE OTH-
ER OF THE SCHOOLS.
VALUABLE PROPERTIES DONATED
The Schools Mg be lesiiisained by
the Satefor.--Educatints- of School
Teachers.
Professor E: C. Payne of the city
high school returned yesterday .norn-
ing at 4 o'clock from Louisville.,
where the day before he and. 1.4v bal-
ance of the state normal school com-
missioners held their gathering ei the
'Old Inn and decided where th.• col-
leges are to be located. All the mem-
ders witk the exception of Githrie
M. Arnett of Nicholasville, fbec-etary
John Morris of Covington, E. H.
Mark of Louisville, D. T. Edwaals of
Russellville, Senator Watsol of
Louisa, Basil Richardson of Glasgow
and Professor Payne of this city..
They decided that one of the in-
stitutions should be located at Bowl-
ing Green and the other at Richmond.
These cities were the only. twe bid-
ders with the exception of Gutheria,
but the offers of the later were so
Minor that they could not be serious-
ly considered when torfrpared with the
propositions made by the two other
cities.
The proposition offered by Rich-
mond is to give the state tsenty-
three acres of ground inside the city,
whereon now stands three mammoth
buildings, one of which is to be used
as a dormitory, one as a gymnasium
and the other as the college proper.
These properties are valued at be-
tween $15o,00e and $ecio,000 and be-
long to the city. The town of Rich-
mond donated the building- and
grounds some years ago to the Cen-
tral University which after a few
years was moved to Danville.
When this removal occured the prop-
erties reverted back to the municipal-
ity of Richmond which now gives
them for use of the normals.
Bowling Green donates a -college
building and two dormitory struc-
tures. The property is owned by a
private corporation of that city and
is at present occupied by the Cherry
Business college which will vacate the
Pr.eleeSCCiats property is valued at
$r5oxidlat ,,_
Guthefteisliffer s w as al 'fifteen ac re
site and $15,000 building, but it could
net receive consideration in view
the Miser two inducements.
The cities of Richmond and Bowl-
ing Green turn these buildings and
graunds over to the commonwealth,
deeding them outright, the title to re-
main in the name itt he riollfe as linsa
as they are utilize or siatesnorenal
college purposes. In consideration of
the dionatio'n of the grounds and
buildings to the state, the latter takes
supreme ciharge. The college will be
conducted ten month, each year,
commencing in September. All pub-
lic school teachers of Kentucky will
be educated free of charge. The gov-
ernor selects the faculty of each in-
stitution, both of which will be open
and ready for use by next September.
The commissioners, which include
Professor Payne, were chasmic:it the
purpose of selecting the cities in
iithich the normal schools should be
located, and now that they have done
this the probabilities are them duties
are at an end.
For a while it was talked of 'Padu-
cah making an offer for one of the
schools, but as it seemed a lack of
interest prevailed, nothing was ever
accomplished towards the proposition
assuming a definite local form.
, In Arabia the -higher classes use
eugat in tea acel coffee in their
bonuses, but in the coffee shops in
the bazar, where hundreds of -people
gather in the evening to talk and
drink coffee, a cheaper grade of cof-
fee is generally consumed, made of
coffee husks principally, and in this
drink sugar is seldom used.
When King Editard recently vie.,
itcd Corfu he boarded the 13ritish
battleship Implacable and saw the
terpedo drill. On this occasion the
ponderous booms and the nets were
put in place in just fourteen seconds
and taken in and stowed atvay in
forty. seconds. This is considered
rectttd time.
..`.
•
The Borough Surveyor of Yar-
mouth. England,. reported officially
the other day that there were sev-
enty miles of concrete sidewalks in
the town, some of which had been
made as long ago as 1869 and pre- Olinoril?"
sented no signs of wearing. He ex- "Trying to live up to the wedding
pected some of them would be in Presentstheyreeelved."—Towa Top.
use a centery.
ENCEIROBBED
COLORED LADS BROKE INTO
HERNDON.
John Gillespie, Colored, Charged with
Cutting Gus Nolen, Colored,
as Result.
Captain Thomas Herndon, the to-
bacconist, who resides at 400 Wash-
ington street reported to the police
yesterday that shortly after ,noon
some small colored boys broke into
his residence and stole some clothing
and----other- articles, -while a small
money bank was broken open.
• Whipped Woman.
Louis Woods, colored, was arrested
this morning by Officers Terrell and
Alexander and locked . n t
charge of whipping a. du it 1k darns°
out about Seventh anal Oft'`. streets.
Charged With Cutting.
John Gillespie, colored, was locked
up last night on the charge of cut-
ting Gus Nolen, colored, who grive.s
a hack for the Charles J. CI 'Weil,iti ite
stable. :Nolen claims that 
',s 
kV,
the other in his vehicle and at when'
it came' to paying the fare "Gillespie
did not want to pay the fifty cents
charged. This brought on trouble
at about Eighth and Ohio streets,
with the result that Gillespie, pitile4
his knae and cut Nolen one long
gash across his hip.
•
use spatting.
Towne—You've got a sow typewriter
girl, I see.
Browne—Yee.
Towne—Is she bright?
Browne—Well. I don't know wheth-
er it's intentional, but she seems to be
a female Josh Billings —Philadelphia
Press.
His Arm Helped Some.
"Did you consent to marry that young
man who was here last night" said
the angry father.
"Yes, father, I did," replied the girl.
patting her parent's cheek; "but don't
be angry; I did it under pressure."—
Yonkers Statesman.
The Game.
If a body meet • body
Putting up a bluff
Need a body eau • body
For his bunch of stuff'
Everybody who can do it '0
Putting up a front.
And he wins the game wii• Nukes a
Base hit el a bunt.
—Puck.
A DIFFICULT TNITEUCTIOE.
Employer (to foreman)-1 see there's
a man here that hasn't cent* yet Now,
If he doesn't come soon seed hiss
home.—Londoa Telegraph.
Hopeless Cluse.
"But, my dear sir," pretested the poi.
lltical evangelist. 'Vies are standing la
your own light."
"That's all right," rejoiaed be of the
hardened heart. "1 pay my own
bill.' eago Deity Mews.
Where the Air Was
Redd—rms atr tip there In the eons-
try where I've bees.
Greene—Why didn't you bring some
of it back with you?
"I did. It's In tuiyitutomobile Urea
—Yonkers Statesman.
A. Hard Paste.
"Dyer married only a year 146 and
gone into bankruptcy! How did It
• e
ONISTORTURING
SKIN HUMOR
•
Ears Looked as if They Would Drop
Off— Body Entirely Covered —
Face Mass of Sores — Three
Doctors Could Not Cure—Child
Grew Worse — Face and Body
Now Clear
CURED BY CUTICURA
IN TWO WEEKS FOR 75c.
Mrs. George J. Steese, of 701 Ooleurn
St., Akron, Ohio, tells in the following
Letter of another of those remarkable
cures of torturing,
disfiguring skin hu-
mors daily Maitt
by Cutieura Soap,
assisted by Cutieura
Ointment, after
physicians, and all
else had failed: "I
f eel it rsty duty to pa-
rints of other poor
ff i curs hat) cione for
ll you. what
my little daughter.
She broke out all over her body with a
humor, and we used everything recom-
mended, but without results. I called
in three doctors, they all claimed they
could help her, but she continued to
grow worse. Her body was a maw of
sores, and her little face was being
eaten away; her eapi looked self they
would drop off. Neighbors advised me
to get Cuticura Soap and Ointment, and
before I had used half of the cake of
Soap and box of Ointment the sores had
all healed, and my little one's face and
body were as clear as a new-born babe's.
I would not be without it again if it
ince five dollars, instead of seventy-live
agate, which is all it cost m to cure
air baby, after spending many dollars
on doctors and medicines without any
benefit whatever."
Oemplebe Mien& sell lholireel Teeetnewe lise every
Rymer, even rhurise le trees tease, le hee.
Cedezecd:r.ablememllbe, likeeer•-
05, bliboada
the owe
wee the pA7 uS. Teams Lorna Chem
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RIVER RIPPLINGS.
11. KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 548.
Saturday, May 12
MATINEE AND NIGHT.
•
THAT GRAD OLD PLAT
Rip Van
Winkle
BENEFIT OF
San Francisco Sufferers
Special Scenery and Electrical effects.
Matinee Prices: cildren toe.
Adults 25c.
Night ellrices; Entire Orchestra and
Ba,Itony soc; Gallery 25 and 35c.
Sitats on Sale Thursday, g. p. m.
timmenrumminam 
GLOBE SIGHTS.
•
The last surviving member of the
family of Mozart, the composer,
earns his living by drawing beer in a
railway station restaurant at Aug,-
burg, Germany.
.......--
President Roosevelt is sitting to
Irving R. Wiles of New York for the
portrait which, at the suggestion of
the German emperor and others, is
I to be placed in the University of Ber-lin.
This morning at eight o'clock there
skips out for the Tennessee river
the- eteemee Dick Fowler. She come.
hack tonight.
This afternoon at five o'clock ther.:
gets away for the l'ennessee river the
steamer Clyde. She will return next
Monday night.
The John S. Hopkins went to Er
ansville yesterday and comes back
tomorrow.
The Joe Fowler comes in today
from Evansville and gets out im-
mediately on her return trip to that
city.
The Bottorff comes intoday from
Clarksville and leaves immedietely
for Nashville.
The steamer Kentucky comes out of
the Tennessee river late tomorrow
night and lays until five o'clock Sat-
urday afternoon before skipping away
on her return trip.
The Peters Lee leave; Memphis to-
day and gets here Friday en route
up to Cincinnati.
The Georgic Lee leaves Cincinnati
today and gets here next Saturday en
route 'lows to Istlemphis..
4.1.4.4-~1114441.44+4,
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Liss Alexander of Harrodsburg, ia
visiting her brother, Dr. Frank M.
Bourne of the Walker drug coin-
Mrs. John K. Hendrick arrived
yesterday morning from Smithland.
Me. Victor Van de Male left for
West Tenneeeee ems a drumming trip
yesterday. Ile intended leaving Sun-
-but- ire+ seeteandy
Mr. Harry Hendrick is in the city
from Smithland.
Persons desiring best service at
csrd parties, suppers, etc., 'phone
2352, DICK LOGAN.
Miss Florence I. Nichnleon, secre-
tary of a London children's dinner
fund, said the other day. "ft is a
common thing in the slums of Beth-
nal Green to see a baby sucking a
whelk steeped in gin.'
Viscount Aoki, the newly armee!
Japnese ambassador, will presebt his
credentials to President Roeeevelt
next Thursday.
Excessive use of drugs is the cause
of death of ao per cent of the popula-
tion of Austria, according to official
statistics, while 44 per cent of the
medical profession in that country
die of heart disease.
C. MANNINO SEARS, N. II.
Offlos 1707 Meyers St.
Telophoot 317.
4
•
SPECTACLES 114
EYE GLASSES
Needy SI kid 
FilledAillpsted
Fitted $2.50
ad Sid Odd
)5.00
EYES TESTED FREE
By ExPert, Graduate Opticia!
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
J.L.WOLFF,
JEWELER & OPTICIAN
327 BroadVray.
You will have to more COAL this season. Why not buy
TRADEWATER COAL
•
So you will know where to get the, BEST COAL for NEXT WINTER?
Lump 13c, Nut 12c. Both Telephonks.,2.-§.4.
Foot of 
sti le Ot 
West 
Kontock al Co.
